





























The	 first	 study	 (Chapter	 3)	 established	 that	 87%	 of	 stakeholders	 within	 football	
perceived	pitch	hardness	to	be	a	major	injury	risk.		Relative	risk	to	specific	tissues	was	
perceived	 to	 be	 dependent	 upon	 the	 surface	 namely	 hard	 pitches	 affecting	
joint/tendons	whilst	 soft	 pitches	 increased	 risk	 of	 ligamentous	 and	 ligament	 strains.			
The	second	study	(chapter	4)	developed	the	necessary	methodological	procedures	for	
the	objective	evaluation	of	pitch	hardness.		The	study	proposed	the	use	of	a	portable	
and	 practical	 objective	 measure	 of	 hardness	 (Clegg	 Hammer	 2.25kg),	 evaluated	 its	
reliability	and	formulated	a	protocol	for	its	use.			This	new	protocol	was	then	used	within	
the	 remaining	 chapters	 to	 evaluate	 the	 pitch	 hardness.	 	 	 Chapter	 5	 established	 the	














novel	 design	 and	 methodology	 enabled	 detailed	 investigation	 of	 how	 natural	 turf	
pitches	are	changing	and	affecting	both	injury	and	performance.			Profiles	of	injury,	and	













my	 emotional	 attachment	 to	 the	 learning	 process.	 	 Along	 the	 way	 I	 have	 had	 the	
privilege	to	meet,	work	and	laugh	with	many	people	which	I	would	like	to	acknowledge.	
Firstly,	my	director	of	studies	Professor	Barry	Drust.		Your	understanding	that	working	
within	 the	 applied	 setting	 often	 requires	 an	 acceptance	 that	 pragmatism,	 is	 a	 skill	





















need	 to	 pretend	 to	 read	 this,	 is	 sadly	 missed.	 Whilst	 my	 club	 owner	 Mr.	 Vichai	
Srivaddhanaprabha,	“the	possible	man”	also	tragically	died	before	completion	of	 this	







I	 was	 falling	 apart,	 showed	 things	 were	 really	 just	 falling	 into	 place.	 Without	 your	
encouragement	and	support	I	would	never	be	where	I	am	today.		You	showed	me	that	

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table	 4.3	 Intra-class	 correlation	 coefficients	 for	 the	 ten	 repeated	
measures	of	whole	pitch	hardness.	
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Table	 4.6	 Descriptive	 statistics	 illustrating	 intra-tester	 differences	 in	
Clegg	Hammer	readings	based	on	level	of	experience.	
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For	 the	 elite	 football	 player,	 injury	 rates	 are	 high	 with	 reported	 values	 in	 training	
between	1.5-7.6	injuries	per	1,000hours	exposure.			This	value	increases	in	matches	to	




that	 impact	 upon	 the	 individual.	 	 Not	 surprisingly,	 many	 researchers	 have	 tried	 to	
attribute	causality	to	the	most	prevalent	injuries	proposing	numerous	risk	factors	that	
may	play	a	role	in	injury	occurrence.				Broadly,	such	factors	can	be	classified	as	either	
intrinsic	 or	 extrinsic	 (Bahr	 and	Holme,	 2003).	 	 Intrinsic	 factors	 (those	 relating	 to	 the	
individual)	may	partly	account	for	the	potential	of	any	player	to	be	predisposed	to	injury.			
However,	 the	 act	 of	 participation	 exposes	 the	 individual	 and	 their	 inherent	
predispositions	to	extrinsic	factors	(those	outside	the	player	such	as	equipment,	pitch	
conditions,	 and	 opposition).	 	 	 Meeuwisse	 and	 colleagues	 (2007)	 propose	 that	 the	
interaction	between	intrinsic	and	extrinsic	risk	will	ultimately	determine	the	possibility	
of	players	becoming	 injured.	 	 	 This	 relationship	 is	not	 linear	 in	nature	but	 should	be	
viewed	 as	 a	 more	 dynamic,	 recursive	 model	 where	 each	 exposure	 will	 result	 in	 a	









England	 and	 the	 rest	 of	 Europe	 despite	 difficulties	 ensuring	 pitch	 quality,	 in	 a	 sport	
played	across	all	climatic	seasons.		Attempts	to	drive	pitch	quality	standards,	through	
advancements	 in	 the	 construction	 and	 maintenance	 of	 natural	 turf	 has	 enabled	
production	of	robust	‘hybrid’	pitches	which	are	more	resistant	to	footfall	and	climatic	
variation.	 	 	However,	such	changes	have	not	gone	unchallenged	by	users	particularly	


















hardness	 reported	 within	 the	 literature	 is	 both	 reliable	 and	 readily	 available,	 the	
methodology	for	its	use	is	underdeveloped	and	lacks	clarity.		Clearly,	the	temporal	and	
spatial	characteristics	of	the	natural	turf	pitch	mean	that	its	hardness	will	vary	markedly	



















the	hardness	of	 the	natural	 turf	pitch,	how	 it	could	be	considered	a	potential	
injury	risk,	and	how	it	affects	both	the	performance	of	the	player	and	the	ball.		
	
2. To	 develop	 a	 practical	 methodological	 approach	 to	 objectively	 test	 pitch	
hardness.		
	



































surface	 in	 football	 for	 both	 training	 and	 matches.	 	 Quality	 standards	 have	 been	
published	 for	 the	 management	 of	 natural	 turf	 football	 pitches	 within	 England	 to	




evaluation	of	 its	risk	value	to	the	players.	 	 	The	subsequent	sections	of	this	 literature	











(soccer).	 The	 administration	 of	 these	 surfaces	 is	 limited	 by	 the	 financial	 and	
management	 resources	 available	 to	 each	 club,	 with	 the	 aim	 of	 surface	 provision	
arguably	determined	by	these	components.			Below	the	elite	level,	where	resources	are	
often	 limited,	 the	 principal	 aim	 of	 pitch	 management	 is	 to	 provide	 a	 hard	 wearing	
(durable)	surface	that	maximises	a	player’s	enjoyment	of	the	game,	but	minimises	the	











League	 has	 developed	 a	 world-wide	 audience,	 and	 the	 clubs	 which	 comprise	 it	 are	










wet	 weather,	 while	 simultaneously	 supporting	 grass	 growth	 and	 enabling	 damaged	
grass	to	recover.	 	 	A	poor	quality	pitch	 is	not	only	damaging	to	the	reputation	of	the	
Groundsmen	 in	 charge,	 it	 could	 harm	 the	 brand	 of	 the	 Premier	 League,	 but	 most	









the	 pitch	 quality	 standards	 for	 performance	 of	 natural	 turf	 sports	 pitches	 are	






be	desirable,	 in	 football	 such	 temporal	 and	 spatial	 variation	 is	 undesirable,	 and	as	 a	
consequence,	has	seen	an	increasing	use	of	sand	based	materials	to	construct	surfaces	
(James,	2011).	 	However,	the	demand	for	hard	wearing	surfaces	that	do	not	increase	
injury	 risk	has	 resulted	 in	a	 significant	 change	 in	mechanical	properties,	 in	particular	
increased	stiffness	and	shear	strength	(Caple,	2011).		Thus,	over	the	past	30	years	there	
has	 been	 a	 significant	 change	 in	 the	 development	 and	maintenance	 of	 natural	 turf	
football	pitches.	 	 	New	natural	 turf	meets	the	requirements	of	the	players	 for	 faster,	
higher	traction	surfaces,	reflecting	the	increased	fitness,	strength	and	speed	and	more	


















have	been	 introduced	 at	 the	 elite	 level.	 	 The	 sand	 root	 zones	 aid	 drainage	but	 they	
inherently	 lack	cohesive	properties	which	necessitates	 their	 reinforcement	 to	ensure	
stability	 of	 the	 root	 zone	 is	 maintained	 (Spring	 and	 Baker	 2006,	 James	 et	 al,	 2010,	
Anderson	et	al	2018).			The	reinforcement	of	the	sand	growing	medium	has	led	to	the	
development	of	‘Hybrid	natural	turf	pitches’,	which	are	more	wear	resistant	than	native	














over	 seeded	 (Fibre-sand	 or	 Fibrelastic,	 see	 Figure	 2.1).	 	 Secondly,	 where	 the	 turf	 is	
reinforced	directly,	 such	as	 the	Desso	Grassmaster	system,	which	 injects	or	 ‘stitches’	










turf	 reinforcement,	 supplementary	 lighting,	 ventilation	 and	 advanced	 stadium	
architecture	(see	Figure	2.3).			The	modern	stadium	natural	turf	pitch	can	be	considered	











have	utilized	 objective	 tests	 to	 promote	 and	measure	 pitch	 quality.	Whilst	 objective	
means	 for	 testing	 natural	 turf	 pitches	 have	 been	 developed	 (Clegg	 Hammer,	
Penetrometer	and	the	Berlin/Stuttgart	Athletes)	and	standards	for	recommended	levels	
of	 hardness	 have	 been	 proposed	 (UEFA	 2018);	 these	 have	 remained	 only	





Early	 researchers	 utilised	 subjective	 measures,	 such	 as	 ‘degrees	 of	 squelchiness’	
(Thornton	1973)	or	the	heel	test	to	assess	surface	resilience	or	hardness.			Inter-tester	
reliability	was	problematic	and	rating	hardness	along	a	ten-point	scale,	where	a	score	of	
seven	was	 indicative	of	a	 surface	appropriate	 for	 football,	was	difficult	and	prone	 to	
error	(van	Wijk,	1980).			In	order	to	determine	the	contribution	of	pitch	hardness	to	the	
risk	 of	 injury	 within	 football,	 the	 integration	 of	 reliable	 and	 objective	 means	 for	
measuring	ground	hardness	was	therefore	required.	 	 	Since	the	1980’s,	research	 into	
football	pitch	construction	has	focused	on	delivering	set	quality	standards	to	ensure	a	
playing	 surface	 that	 is	both	hard	wearing	and	 cost	effective	 (Holmes	and	Bell,	 1986,	
Baker	&	Issac	1987,	Baker	&	Cannaway	1991,	Baker	et	al	2007,	Stiles	et	al	2009).		The	




Originally	 designed	 to	 measure	 road	 compaction,	 the	 Clegg	 Hammer	 (Clegg,	 1976)	
became	a	pragmatic	means	of	assessing	the	hardness	of	any	given	football	pitch	(Bell	
and	 Holmes	 1988,	 Baker	 and	 Cannaway	 1993,	 Baker	 and	 Wheater	 2007).	 Initially	









The	 relationship	 between	 pitch	 or	 surface	 hardness	 (as	 measured	 using	 the	 Clegg	
hammer)	and	the	soil	moisture	content	at	the	time	of	the	test,	has	only	been	considered	
in	a	few	studies.	Generally,	hardness	decreased	as	moisture	content	increased,	although	
Baker	and	 Isaac	 (1987)	argued	that	this	was	more	pronounced	 in	root	zone	mixtures	
containing	native	soil.			Sand	based	root	zones	did	not	exhibit	such	a	marked	decline	in	
hardness	 through	 the	 playing	 season	 (Holmes	 and	Bell	 1986,	 Bell	 and	Holmes	 1988,	
Baker	1989,	McNitt	et	al	2004).		When	one	considers	pitch	hardness	in	relation	to	pitch	
construction,	 evidence	 is	 somewhat	mixed.	 	 	 In	 that	 sense,	 Holmes	 and	 Bell	 (1986)	
demonstrated	that	sand	root	zone	pitches	gave	almost	identical	hardness	readings	to	
native	soil	pitches;	however,	the	native	soil	exhibited	greater	variability	across	the	pitch.		
A	 more	 recent	 study	 by	 Caple	 et	 al	 (2012)	 demonstrated	 differences	 were	 evident	
particularly	over	the	winter	with	native	soil	being	significantly	softer	than	sand	root	zone	












plate,	 researchers	 discovered	 that	 only	 low	 correlations	 (r=0.2)	 were	 evident,	
concluding	 that	 discriminating	 surface	 hardness	 was	 not	 reflective	 of	 the	 loads	
experienced	on	the	human	(Saunders	et	al,	2011).			Consequently,	larger,	more	robust	














benchmarked	 using	 the	 Clegg	 Hammer	 (UEFA,	 2018).	 	 Consequently,	 a	 professional	
natural	turf	pitch	should	fall	between	70-90G,	with	acceptable	limits	between	60-100G,	
and	anything	above	100G	or	below	60G	being	deemed	unacceptable	(UEFA,	2018).	Such	
extremes	 of	 pitch	 hardness	 lead	 to	 less	 favourable	 ball	 surface	 interaction	 and	 or	
increased	risk	of	injury	(Twomey	et	al	2014,	Stiles	et	al	2015).		 	However,	despite	the	
availability	of	such	objective	measures	and	guidelines,	no	scientific	papers	have	utilised	
the	 device	 to	 quantify	 pitch	 hardness	 and	 relate	 this	 to	 the	 problem	 injuries	within	
	 34	
professional	 football	 (Rennie	 et	 al,	 2016).	 	 One	 explanation	 may	 be	 found	 in	 the	
methodological	approach	that	has	been	used	by	researchers	to	assess	pitch	hardness	
(Petrass	and	Twomey,	2013).			Uniformity	in	the	testing	protocols	adopted,	drop	heights	
and	 hammer	 weights	 makes	 comparison	 of	 data	 between	 studies	 difficult.	 Such	
methodological	 uncertainty	 does	 not	 provide	 the	 necessary	 rigor,	 for	 meaningful	


































to	 the	 equipment	 and	 protocols	 used	 impacts	 on	 transferability	 and	 applicability	
(Twomey	et	al	2011).			Consequently,	the	available	research	may	not	have;	(a)	effectively	
determined	 a	 true	 representation	 of	 the	 pitch	 hardness,	 or	 (b)	 evaluated	 how	 this	
variable	may	directly	 influence	the	risk	of	 injury.	 	 	Therefore,	there	seems	to	be	little	
available	research	that	effectively	and	directly	investigates	the	impact	of	pitch	surface	
on	injury	in	elite	football.			This	would	seem	to	be	an	important	omission	for	both	our	
theoretical	 understanding	 of	 injury	 mechanisms	 and	 practical	 approaches	 to	 injury	
prevention	 for	 those	 involved	 in	 the	day-to-day	 interactions	with	elite	players	 in	 the	














the	 playing	 characteristics	 different	 from	 natural	 grass	 pitches	 with	 many	 studies	
reporting	a	significant	 increase	 in	the	 incidence	of	 injuries,	particularly	abrasions	and	
sprains	(Adkison	et	al	1974,	Alles	et	al	1979,	Keene	et	al	1980,	Stevenson	and	Anderson	
1981).		The	artificial	pitches	of	today	are	more	representative	of	their	grass	counterparts	
with	 longer	 fibres	 and	 rubber	 granular	 infill	 promoting	 more	 acceptable	 levels	 of	
hardness	 (Williams	et	al	2011).	 	Such	are	the	 improvements	 in	artificial	surfaces	that	
many	studies	report	no	significant	differences	in	injury	incidence	between	them	and	the	



















an	early	season	bias	 for	 injury.		 	The	study	reported	peaks	 in	 training	 injuries	 in	 July,	
while	match	injuries	seemed	to	be	at	their	highest	in	August	(Hawkins	and	Fuller	1999).		
Surface	 dryness	 (hardness)	 over	 the	 pre-season	 period	 was	 associated	 with	 70%	 of	





























objective	pitch	hardness	measurements	with	 the	precise	 injury	 location	on	 the	pitch	
makes	conclusions	somewhat	erroneous	(Petrass	and	Twomey	2013).			Adopting	a	more	














any	 rationale	 as	 to	 how	 the	 pitch	 may	 influence	 injury	 within	 football.	 	 Few	
biomechanical	studies	have	been	performed	using	a	natural	grass	surface.	 	The	tools	
required	for	such	objective	testing	are	considered	difficult	to	apply	within	a	field	based	
setting	 as	 complicating	 extraneous	 variables	 negatively	 impacting	 the	 objective	 data	
recorded.	 	 	 Some	 researchers	 have,	 however,	 attempted	 to	 analyse	 the	 effect	 of	
different	natural	turf	constructions	and	hardness,	on	kinetic	data	within	the	laboratory	




experimental	 turf	hardness	conditions.	 	 	Ground	 reaction	 forces	 in	both	 running	and	
turning	movements	were	noted	as	being	surface	dependent.		More	specifically,	harder	
	 40	
surfaces	 resulted	 in	 increased	 loading	 values	when	 compared	 to	 softer	 counterparts	
(Stiles	et	al	2011).			This	data	is	however	limited	in	its	ability	to	generalize	insights	into	
injury	mechanisms	and/or	injury	risk	in	elite	players,	due	to	small	subject	numbers	(n=8),	
the	 population	 used	 (university	 students)	 and	 the	 speed	 at	 which	 the	 trials	 were	
executed	(3.83m/sec).			These	speeds	are	substantially	slower	than	those	observed	in	
games	 (5.5m/sec	 -	 6.9m/s	 =	 high	 speed	 run	 and	 over	 7	 m/s	 =	 sprint).	 Despite	 its	
limitations,	such	research	suggests	that	the	surface	hardness	of	natural	turf	may	affect	
the	 loads	and	movement	adopted	by	 the	players.	 	 	An	examination	of	 the	 literature	
surrounding	 ‘running	 gait’	 corroborates	 this,	 highlighting	 that	 runners	 adjust	 the	
stiffness	of	their	leg	to	accommodate	the	surface	stiffness	beneath	their	foot	(Geyer	et	
al.,	2003).	 	 	Additionally,	whilst	running,	the	 individual	will	co-ordinate	the	actions	of	
many	muscles,	tendons	and	ligaments	so	that	the	leg	behaves	like	a	single	mechanical	
spring	during	the	ground	contact	 (Ferris	et	al	1999,	Hardin	et	al	2004).	 	Ferris	 (1999)	
concluded	that	such	adaptation	to	the	relative	surface	compliance	is	regulated	within	
the	first	step	on	the	surface.			Runners	show	a	decreased	leg	stiffness	of	29%	between	
the	 last	step	on	a	soft	surface	and	the	 first	step	on	the	hard	surface.	 	 	The	ability	 to	
change	 leg	 stiffness	quickly	 allows	 the	 individual	 to	maintain	dynamic	 stability	when	
running	on	varied	and	unpredictable	terrain.		This	is	pertinent	within	football	as	pitch	
construction	 varies	 resulting	 in	 non-uniform	 surface	 hardness	 with	 respect	 to	 the	
prevailing	 climatic	 conditions.	 	 Consequently,	 there	 is	 marked	 variability	 between	
pitches	and	within	the	same	pitch.		The	ability	of	players	to	adapt	quickly	to	changes	in	




metabolic	 energy	 costs	were	 studied	 on	 natural	 grass,	 artificial	 surface	 or	 asphalted	
track	(Sassi	et	al	2011).	No	differences	were	 found	 in	 running	speed	 for	 the	players’,	
however	a	significant	main	effect	for	surface	was	noted,	with	the	natural	and	artificial	
turf	 being	 of	 similar	 compliance	 resulting	 in	 similar	 levels	 of	 energy	 expenditure.	
However,	the	use	of	amateur	players	and	running	speeds	between	2.72	and	3.33m/s	
may	not	be	reflective	of	elite	players	as	higher	running	speeds	result	in	higher	energy	












As	 research	 and	 development	 into	 artificial	 pitches	 has	 progressed,	 so	 too	 have	
developments	and	innovation	associated	with	grass	surfaces.			Such	developments	may	
have	been	an	attempt	to	answer	user	requirements	for	faster,	harder,	higher	traction	
pitches.	 	 	 They	may	also	be	attributable	 to	media/spectator	expectations	 for	a	more	
consistent	playing	surface.			Such	surfaces	provide	the	platform	upon	which	the	modern	






























limitation	 is	 that	 pitch	 conditions	 are	 open	 to	 interpretation	 and	 are	 likely	 to	 be	 an	
amalgam	of	a	number	of	variables	such	as	hardness,	traction,	grass	cover	and	moisture	




performing	 them,	 makes	 their	 reported	 findings	 questionable	 and	 generalisation	











associated	rise	 in	 injury	with	 increased	pitch	hardness	may	be	found	in	the	theory	of	
‘modifiable	 risk’,	which	 sees	 individual	 players	modify	 their	 behaviour	 in	 accordance	
with	 the	demands	of	 the	 situation	or	 their	past	experiences	(McIntosh,	2005).	 	 	Such	
behaviour	modification	was	reported	in	a	comparative	study	of	Swedish	elite	footballers	




artificial	 turf	 than	grass.	 	This	may	be	 indicative	of	modifiable	risk	on	the	part	of	 the	
players.	 	 	 Additionally,	 behaviour	 modification	 was	 noted	 in	 the	 passing	 strategies	
adopted,	with	more	short	and	midfield-to-midfield	passes	on	the	artificial	turf	than	grass.			
The	players’	perception	was	also	affected	by	the	surface	with	the	male	players	reporting	
a	negative	overall	 impression,	poorer	ball	 control,	 and	greater	physical	effort	on	 the	
artificial	turf.			This	behaviour	modification	may	in	part	account	for	the	stability	in	injury	















To	 conceptualise	 a	 model	 for	 the	 football	 pitch	 and	 how	 it	 may	 influence	 injury	
necessitates	 recognition	 of	 methodological	 limitations	 within	 available	 research,	
coupled	 with	 an	 awareness	 of	 the	 factors	 affecting	 human	 locomotion.	 	 Thus	 far,	







Analysis	 of	 player	 movement	 patterns	 has	 enabled	 researchers	 to	 determine	 the	
physiological	 demands	 of	 such	 movement	 (Bloomfield	 et	 al	 2007,	 Iaia	 et	 al	 2009,	
Gregson	et	 al	 2010).	 	 Consequently,	 football	 can	be	 viewed	as	 an	 intermittent	 sport	
punctuated	by	bouts	of	repeated	high	intensity	exercise	(Gregson	et	al	2010).			Players	




energy	 expenditure,	 musculo-skeletal	 load,	 fatigue	 and	 injuries	 seen	 in	 professional	
football.	 	 	 Additionally,	 as	 surface	 compliance	 is	 known	 to	 affect	 both	 energy	
expenditure	 (Geyer	 et	 al	 2003,	 Ferris	 et	 al	 1991,	 Hardin	 et	 al	 2004,	 Pinnington	 and	
Dawson	2001,	Sassi	et	al	2011,	Plaza-Carmona	et	al	2014)	and	musculo-skeletal	 load	
(Stiles	et	al	2011),	one	may	consider	the	impact	of	the	natural	turf	pitch	conditions	on	
such	 physiological	 demands.	 	 	 The	 relative	 hardness	 of	 any	 natural	 turf	 pitch	 being	
transient	 and	 affected	 by	 extraneous	 variables	 such	 as	 the	 weather,	 will	 change	
























energy	 dissipated	 through	 the	 surface	 (Pinnington	 and	 Dawson	 2001).	 	 Soft	 pitches	
negatively	 affect	 the	 ability	 of	 the	 muscles	 to	 utilise	 the	 elastic	 properties	 of	 their	
tendons	 leading	 to	 an	 over	 dependence	 on	 the	 muscles	 to	 maintain	 performance	
leading	 to	 fatigue.	 	 This	 has	 been	 confirmed	 through	 demonstration	 of	 a	 negative	

















affect	 the	musculoskeletal	 system	 of	 players	 in	 both	 an	 acute	 and	 chronic	manner.			






of	 a	 pitch	may	 influence	 the	 loads	 and	 fatigue	 experienced	 by	 the	musculo-skeletal	
system	(Smith	et	al	2004,	Kaila	2007,	Katkat	et	al	2009).				Failure	to	provide	players	with	











and	among	such	natural	 turf	 surfaces.	 	Anecdotal	evidence	 for	 the	effects	 that	grass	
football	pitches	have	on	injury	has	been	reported	(Hawkins	et	al,1999,	Woods	et	al	2002)	
but	no	studies	have	included	objective	measurement.			Although	biomechanical	analysis	
of	 natural	 turf	 is	 difficult,	 there	 are	 trends	 suggesting	 researchers	 are	 realising	 the	
importance	of	such	work	and	commencing	studies	to	address	the	need	for	such	data	
(Stiles	 et	 al	 2011).	 	 Perhaps	 most	 pertinently,	 the	 literature	 outlines	 a	 negative	
relationship	 between	 surface	 compliance	 and	 energy	 expenditure	 (Pinnington	 and	
Dawson	 2001,	 Sassi	 et	 al	 2011)	 suggesting	 that	 the	 pitch	 affects	 the	 physiological	
demands	of	any	given	 training	 session	or	match.	 	 	 This	may	be	one	 link	 in	 the	chain	
between	pitch	hardness	and	the	relative	 injury	 risk	of	each	player.	 	 	 It	 is	hoped	with	
increased	use	of	objective	pitch	testing,	a	better	understanding	of	how	the	player	and	





























opportunity	 to	 perform	 to	 the	 maximum	 of	 their	 physical	 capability,	 and	 express	
themselves	on	a	surface	which	permits	performance	and	rewards	skill	(Stiles	et	al	2009).	
However,	injury	rates	within	football	remain	high	with	incidences	reported	between	1.5-
7.6	 (training)	 and	 12-35	 (match)	 injuries	 per	 1000	 hours	 exposure	 (Rahnama	 2011,	
Lungo	et	al	2012).	Furthermore,	such	injury	rates	appear	resistant	to	change;	a	factor	




of	 injury	 etiology	Meeuwisse	 et	 al	 (2007)	 concluded	 that	 intrinsic	 risk	 factors	 only	





Quality	 standards	 have	 been	 published	 for	 the	management	 of	 natural	 turf	 football	
pitches	within	 England	 to	 enhance	 pitch	 safety	 and	 performance	 (Baker	 et	 al	 2007)	











Pitches	 have	 been	 shown	 to	 affect	 both	 the	 individual,	 speed	 of	 the	 game	 and	 the	
performance	of	the	team,	not	only	the	ball	(Norton	et	al	2001).	Recently,	comparisons	
between	 artificial	 and	 natural	 turf	 pitches	 have	 reported	 player	 activity	 profiles	
(distance/intensity),	 injury	 prevalence	 and	 technical	 measures	 of	 performance	 were	
unaffected	by	surface	type	(Dragoo	and	Braun	2010,	Soligard	et	al	2010,	Williams	et	al	
2011).	 Nevertheless,	 differences	 remain	 between	 artificial	 and	 natural	 turf	 pitches	









In	 an	 attempt	 to	 address	 this,	 Ronkainen	et	 al	 (2012)	 examined	players’	 perceptions	
regarding	their	exposure	to	football	pitches,	be	they	artificial	or	natural	turf.		Three	main	
themes	emerged;	namely	 the	 surface	 condition,	 the	player,	 and	 the	ball	 interaction.	











risk	of	 injury.	 	 	Furthermore,	Mears	et	al	(2018)	reported	player’s	perceptions	stating	







The	primary	 stage	of	 research	 into	natural	 turf	 pitches	 and	 their	 implied	 role	within	
injury	and	performance	must	focus	upon	the	perceptions	of	the	key	users	of	the	natural	
turf	pitch.	This	provides	a	better	understanding	of	questions	to	be	answered,	and	the	
necessary	 robust	 methodology	 to	 investigate	 natural	 turf	 hardness	 injury	 and	
performance.	 	 Ronkainen	 et	 al	 (2012)	 stated	 data	 obtained	 from	 elite	 professional	


















turf	 pitch	 can	 affect	 the	 performance	 of	 the	 ball,	 the	 individual	 and/or	 their	 team’s	
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of	 key	 stakeholders	 within	 English	 professional	 football	 clubs	 regarding	 natural	 turf	
pitches,	 their	 role	 in	 injury	 and	 the	 effects	 they	 may	 have	 upon	 performance	 (see	
Appendix	 10.2	 for	 sample	 questionnaire).	 	 	 The	 questionnaire	 was	 deductively	
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developed	in	line	with	the	previous	works	of	Ronkainen	et	al	(2012)	and	Roberts	et	al	
(2014)	 utilising	 their	 structured	 approach,	 conceptual	 framework	 and	 their	 reported	
findings.			The	underlying	difference	in	this	questionnaire	in	comparison	to	Ronkainen	
et	al	 (2012)	and	Roberts	et	al	 (2014)	was	that	 it	solely	 focused	upon	the	natural	 turf	
pitch,	rather	than	 its	artificial	counterpart	making	this	an	original	and	novel	research	








that	of	 ‘not	 applicable’	 to	 address	 these	 concerns.	 	With	 limited	academic	 literature	
relating	to	natural	turf	pitches	and	their	role	in	injury	and	performance,	this	group	and	
the	 pilot	 process	 were	 fundamental	 in	 the	 review	 of	 the	 appropriateness	 of	 the	
questions	selected.		
The	majority	of	data	were	ordinal	in	nature	as	it	was	collated	through	a	5	point	Likert	


















(n=24)	 and	 2	 (n=24)	were	 contacted	 via	 email	 to	 request	 their	 support.	 	 They	were	
provided	with	a	covering	letter,	participant	information	sheet	explaining	the	study	and	
a	copy	of	the	questionnaire	(Appendix	10.2).	Over	the	2014-2016	seasons	each	Head	
Physiotherapist	was	 requested	 to	provide	a	copy	of	 the	questionnaire	 to	 their	 club’s	











As	 evidenced	 in	 Appendix	 10.2,	 a	 total	 of	 419	 questionnaires	 were	 completed	 and	
returned	with	the	largest	proportion	comprising	those	completed	by	players,	followed	
by	 physiotherapists,	 sports	 scientists,	 managers	 or	 coaches	 and	 finally	 the	 smallest	
occupational	 sub-group	 being	 the	 Groundstaff.	 Response	 rates	 for	 the	 players	 was	
based	upon	an	average	first-team	squad	of	25	players	(92	Clubs;	N=2300),	whilst	 it	 is	
difficult	 to	know	 the	exact	 first-team	staffing	 levels	at	all	 92	 clubs’	elite	 clubs	within	
England	a	safe	estimate	would	be	an	average	of	three	staff	per	position	giving	a	total	of	








longest	 experience	 within	 the	 game	 (with	 nine	 having	 more	 than	 twenty-six	 years’	





















Caribbean,	 2	 Asian,	 1	 Black	 British,	 1	 Arabic	 and	 3	 recorded	 their	 race	 as	 ‘other’.		
Furthermore,	 only	 one	Black	Manager	 and	one	Asian	physiotherapist	were	 recorded	
within	the	sample	population.		Primarily,	the	largest	sub-group	of	players	were	that	of	
midfielders	 (N=87,	 34.4%),	 strikers	 (N=58,	 22.9%),	 followed	 by	 centre	 backs	 (N=49,	


































When	 the	 population	 of	 participants	 is	 addressed	 as	 a	 whole	 (Table	 3.4),	 the	 data	
suggests	that	there	is	a	perception	that	pitches	can	be	a	significant	risk	factor	for	injury,	
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with	87%	either	 agreeing	or	 strongly	 agreeing	with	 the	 statement.	 	Only	10%	of	 the	








believed	 to	be	attributable	 to	 the	pitch,	whilst	over	80%	attribute	 injuries	 they	have	
witnessed	 in	 others	 to	 the	 pitch	 surface.	 	One	 factor	 highlighted	 as	 a	major	 area	 of	
concern	for	injuries	by	over	69%	of	the	population,	was	the	degree	of	variability	in	the	

























I have experienced an injury 













I have seen others get 


























agreement	 that	 seasonal	 biases	 were	 evident,	 whereas	 52%	 opposed	 these	 views.	
Figure	3.3	shows	a	more	detailed	breakdown	of	the	responses	to	this	question	for	the	
respondents.		Interestingly,	of	those	who	do	perceive	a	seasonal	bias	to	relative	pitch	
hardness	 (blue),	 there	 is	 an	 apparent	 ‘bi-modal’	 temporal	 distribution.	 	 	 This	 would	
indicate	 that	 injuries	 are	 perceived	 to	 be	 greatest,	 between	 August/September	 and	


















Whilst	 the	 collective	 perceptions	 of	 the	 participants	 suggest	 that	 pitches	 should	 be	
viewed	as	a	risk	factor,	a	further	analysis	of	the	sample	based	on	occupation	illustrated	
statistically	significant	differences	between	occupations	χ2	(4,	n=419)	=26.39;	p<0.01.	
Physiotherapists	 reported	 the	 strongest	 levels	 of	 agreement	 whereas	 other	 key	
stakeholders	agreed	that	natural	turf	pitches	should	be	viewed	as	a	risk	factor.	Perhaps	
the	physiotherapist	role	in	injury	prevention	or	their	past	experiences	of	injuries	which	
may	 have	 been	 attributed	 to	 the	 pitch	 hardness	may	 have	 added	 to	 their	 collective	
occupational	 response.	 Other	 	 significant	 differences	 were	 evident	 between	 the	
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occupational	 sub-groups	 regarding	 the	 view	 that	 the	 variability	 of	 hardness/softness	
across	a	pitch	may	cause	injuries,	(χ2	(4,	n=419)	=35.48,	p<0.01).			If	the	respondents	











to	 be	most	 at	 risk	when	 a	 player	 is	 exposed	 to	 a	 hard	 natural	 turf	 pitch.	 The	most	
prevalent	 perceived	 risks	 were	 to	 the	 joints	 with	 soreness/pain	 linked	 to	 surface	
hardness	by	93%	of	respondents.		Cuts	and	abrasions	(68%)	and	tendon	damage	(54%)	
were	also	highly	linked	to	surface	hardness	by	participants.		The	risk	of	muscle	strains	











of	 the	 participant.	 	 	 Significant	 differences	were	 evident	 	 between	 the	 occupational	




of	 ligamentous	 injury	 and	 concussion	 was	 more	 of	 a	 concern	 to	 the	 groundstaff	
compared	 to	 other	 groups.	 	 	 Players,	 managers	 and	 coaches	 perceived	 a	 greater	
likelihood	of	joint	soreness/pain,	than	other	occupational	groups.			Perceptions	of	likely	
tendon	 damage	 on	 hard	 pitches	was	 also	 impacted	 by	 occupational	 sub-group	with	
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players,	physiotherapists,	managers	and	coaches	reporting	most	concern,	followed	by	
















to	 the	 likelihood	 of	 injury	 on	 soft	 pitches,	 statistically	 significant	 differences	 were	







p<0.01,	 χ2	 (4,	 n=419)	 =12.47.	 	 Perceptions	 of	 likely	 joint	 soreness	 also	 differed	

































and	 very	 soft	 surfaces	 (1%)	 considered	 less	 advantageous	 to	 these	 actions.	 Similar	
trends	 were	 also	 noticeable	 in	 the	 perceptions	 around	 the	 ability	 to	 accelerate,	
decelerate,	stop	and	change	direction	(Appendix	10.2).	























suggest	 some	homogeneity	 in	 responses	 across	differing	occupational	 groups	 in	 the	





















Only	 10%	 of	 those	 questioned	 admitted	 to	 giving	 the	 groundstaff	 any	 specific	






and	 the	 length	 of	 the	 grass	 they	 required	 on	 their	 pitches.	 Less	 than	 15%	 of	 key	
stakeholders	 felt	 they	 had	 a	 close	 working	 relationship	 with	 their	 groundstaff,	 so	
perhaps	not	surprisingly	the	overall	ratings	of	satisfaction	with	the	surface	was	generally	








Figure	 3.8.	 Illustrating	 perceptions	 concerning	 the	 effect	 of	 pitch	 hardness	 on	 the	
individual	and	the	team.		
	













coaches	 reported	 neutral	 views	 regarding	 their	 relationship	 with	 the	 groundstaff	
(Appendix	10.2).		
	
Whether	 they	 met	 daily	 with	 the	 groundstaff	 to	 discuss	 preparation	 of	 either	 the	
training	pitch,	χ2	(4,	n=397)	=26.120;	p<0.001,	or	the	match	pitch	was	also	different,	χ2	
(4,	n=397)	=19.168;	p<0.001.	The	views	on	the	preparation	and	maintenance	of	pitches	
also	differed	by	occupation.	 	 If	 	key	stakeholders	gave	specific	 instructions	as	to	how	
they	 wanted	 pitches	 prepared	 for	 pre-season,	 χ2	 (4,	 n=397)	 =16.701;	 p<0.001,	 the	
















perceived	 to	 be	 a	 significant	 risk	 factor	 for	 injury	 within	 elite	 professional	 football.		
Furthermore,	 the	 key	 stakeholders	 were	 able	 to	 differentiate	 subtle	 differences	
between	 the	 relative	 hardness	 of	 the	 pitch	 and	 the	 specific	 soft	 tissues	 which	 they	
perceived	 to	 be	 more	 at	 risk.	 	 Pitch	 hardness	 was	 also	 perceived	 to	 effect	 the	
performance	 of	 the	 ball,	 the	 individual	 and/or	 their	 teams	 approach	 to	 the	 game.		















natural	 turf	 pitch,	 its	 relative	 hardness	 and	 how	 it	 is	 perceived	 to	 affect	 the	 key	
stakeholders	 in	 relation	 to	 the	 likelihood	 of	 injury,	 the	 performance	 of	 the	 ball,	 the	
individual	 or	 their	 team.	 	 The	 first	 research	 objective	 was	 to	 explore	 the	 general	
perceptions	of	those	working	within	professional	football,	as	to	whether	the	pitch	can	
be	viewed	as	a	potential	 injury	 risk	 factor.	 	 From	the	 findings	presented,	 it	 is	 clearly	
evident	that	the	key	stakeholders	perceive	pitches	to	be	a	significant	risk	factor	for	injury.		
Many	 participants	 described	 having	 experienced	 an	 injury	 themselves,	 or	 indeed,	

































rigs’	 augments	 both	 growth	 and	 grass	 cover	 throughout	 the	 season,	 whilst	
developments	in	construction	with	re-enforced	root	zones	has	aided	the	durability	of	
pitches	(Caple	et	al	2012,	Thomson	and	Rennie	2016).			Whilst	these	links	appear	logical,	
unfortunately	 they	 are	not	 supported	within	 the	 literature	by	objective,	 longitudinal	
studies	exploring	such	perceived	changes	in	natural	turf	pitch	hardness	(Stiles	et	al	2009).		
This	lack	of	evidence	needs	to	be	addressed	by	researchers	in	order	to	understand	the	
potential	 driver	 for	 such	 perceptions,	 especially	 as	 hard	 pitches	 themselves	 were	
perceived	 to	 carry	 a	 higher	 relative	 risk	 of	 injury	 (67%	 agreement)	 than	 soft	 (40.3%	
agreement).	 	 	 Interestingly,	 the	 lack	 of	 homogeneity,	 with	 notable	 occupational	
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differences	 was	 especially	 evident	 regarding	 the	 groundstaffs’	 perception	 of	 an	
increased	risk	of	injury	on	softer	pitches	than	other	occupations.			As	the	groundstaff	are	
tasked	with	the	preparation	and	maintenance	of	the	pitches,	perhaps	their	perception	












damage	(54%	agreement).	 	 	 In	contrast,	soft	pitches	were	perceived	to	affect	specific	
tissues	or	injuries,	in	a	different	way	to	their	harder	counterparts.			The	perceived	risk	of	




players’	perceptions	of	 four	differing	playing	 surfaces	 (artificial,	 gravel,	 indoor	 sports	
surface	 and	 natural	 turf)	 concluded	 both	 hard	 and	 soft	 natural	 turf	 pitches	 were	
statistically	 significant	 predictors	 of	 muscular	 injury.	 	 	 The	 reasoning	 behind	 such	
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perceptions	are	not	supported	by	objective	data	linking	surface	with	injury	likelihood	as	
no	 prospective	 studies	 objectively	 comparing	 pitch	 hardness	 to	 injury	 have	 been	
conducted	(Rennie	et	al	2016).		
	





their	 experiential	 learning.	 	 	 Furthermore,	 extremes	 of	 hardness	 and	 softness	 are	
perceived	to	affect	specific	tissues	and	their	likelihood	of	injury	in	a	very	specific	manner.	
This	 new	 knowledge	 must	 be	 utilised	 and	 promote	 prospective	 research,	 utilising	
objective	measurements	of	pitch	hardness,	coupled	with	recognised	injury	surveillance	
and	 reporting	 methods	 in	 order	 to	 address	 the	 concerns	 of	 those	 exposed	 to	 such	
surfaces.			
	
One	 proposed	 link	 within	 the	 literature	 supporting	 the	 idea	 that	 hard	 pitches	 may	
indeed	be	viewed	as	a	significant	extrinsic	risk	factor	is	founded	within	seasonal	bias	for	















caused	 by	 freezing/thawing	 of	 the	 surface	 at	 that	 time	 of	 year.	 	 This	 view	may	 be	
supported	 within	 this	 study,	 where	 69%	 of	 key	 stakeholders	 reported	 concerns	












the	 findings	 established	 in	 this	 study.	 	 It	 is	 well	 known	 that	 in	 order	 to	 stimulate	
improvements	in	training	and	performance,	the	intensity	and	volume	of	internal	loads	
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needs	 to	be	sufficiently	high	enough	 to	 trigger	adaptation,	yet	not	 too	high	 to	avoid	
overload,	tissue	breakdown	and	subsequent	injury.	This	process	is	well	recognised	and	





turning	were	 surface	 dependent,	with	 harder	 natural	 turf	 resulting	 in	 higher	 ground	
reaction	 forces.	 	 	 This	 may	 provide	 some	 foundation	 for	 the	 key	 stakeholders	
perceptions	that	a	hard	pitch	can	cause	injury	to	bone	or	tendon,	as	such	tissues	have	







Researchers	 have	 proposed	 that	 fatigue	may	 have	 a	 role	 to	 play	 in	 the	 process,	 as	
injuries	are	frequently	prevalent	in	the	last	fifteen	minutes	of	the	first	half	and	are	at	
their	most	prevalent	in	the	final	fifteen	minutes	of	any	match	(Hawkins	and	Fuller,	1999).		
Whether	 the	 compliance	 (hardness)	 level	 of	 any	 given	 pitch	 can	 affect	 fatigue	 and	
thereby	perceptions	of	relative	injury	risk,	has	not	been	established.		Nevertheless,	there	
is	 evidence	 within	 the	 literature	 which	 could	 suggest	 conceptual	 links	 between	 the	















a	 balance	 between	 the	 ‘soils’	 moisture	 content	 and	 the	 compaction	 of	 its	 particles	
(Baker	 et	 al,	 2007,	 Caple	 et	 al,	 2012).	 Increases	 in	 moisture	 content	 and/or	
decompaction	 of	 the	 soil	 results	 in	 softer	 pitches.	 Such	 soft	 pitches	 may	 also	
demonstrate	a	reduction	in	the	surfaces	traction	coefficient	(grip),	thereby	reducing	a	
player’s	 stability	 (Baker	et	al	2007).	 	One	could	argue	 the	soft	pitch	with	 its	 reduced	
stability	and	traction	underpins	why	participants	perceive	ligaments	injury	to	be	more	










levels	 of	 hardness	 (Canaway	 et	 al	 1990,	 Institute	 of	Groundsmanship	 2001,	 Football	




of	 its	 kind	 to	 examine	 the	 perceptions	 of	 key	 stakeholders	 to	 the	 natural	 turf	 pitch	
regarding	 such	 matters.	 	 The	 results	 clearly	 demonstrate	 that	 extremes	 of	 either	
hardness	 or	 softness	 were	 interpreted	 negatively,	 with	 key	 stakeholders	 preferring	
pitches	of	a	more	medium	relative	hardness	 in	both	 training	and	matches.	 	This	was	
particularly	noticeable	with	favourable	responses	regarding	the	consistency	of	bounce,	
and	 the	 ease	 of	which	 it	 is	 to	 both	 dribble	 and	 strike	 a	 ball.	 	 Furthermore,	 the	 key	
stakeholders	perceived	that	pitches	with	medium	relative	hardness	enable	the	ball	to	
remain	in	play	more.	Participants	perceived	very	hard/hard	pitches	to	promote	the	ball	





operationalised	 in	 the	 practical	 strategies	 used	 by	 players	 to	 perform,	 as	 players	
describe	a	need	to	adapt	their	approach	to	the	game	according	to	the	surface.			Players	
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reported	 the	 need	 for	 accommodating	 such	 ball-surface	 interactions	 through	
modification	of	their	preferred	passing	strategies.		Key	stakeholders	reported	utilising	
shorter	 passes	 on	 harder	 pitches,	 in	 contrast	 to	 softer	 pitches	where	 longer	 passing	























been	 confirmed	 through	 demonstration	 of	 a	 negative	 relationship	 between	 surface	
compliance	 and	 oxygen	 consumption	 (Sassi	 et	 al,	 2011).	 	 	 This	 increased	 energy	
expenditure	 on	 such	 soft	 pitches	 may	 potentially	 increase	 fatigue	 levels	 in	 players	
leading	to	the	tired	or	leggy	perceptions	reported	by	over	81%	of	players.			Interestingly,	
there	was	a	notable	occupational	difference	between	perceptions	by	the	groundstaff	
and	other	key	stakeholders	 for	which	pitch	type	made	players	“tired	or	 leggy”.	 	 	The	
groundstaff	adopted	a	more	neutral	stance	 in	relation	to	soft	pitches	compared	with	
that	of	the	other	key	stakeholders	who	strongly	agreed	that	soft	and	very	soft	pitches	











participants	 modified	 their	 behaviour	 through	 footwear	 changes.	 	 Optimum	 stud	
penetration	is	of	paramount	importance	to	achieving	maximum	traction	whilst	reducing	
plantar	pressure	points	on	the	foot.		Surface	hardness	therefore	affects	both	traction	
and	 comfort	 which	 necessitates	 behavioural	 change	 from	 the	 players	 regarding	
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footwear	 (Thomson	and	Rennie,	 2016).	 This	 appears	 to	be	 an	 attempt	by	players	 to	
mitigate	any	negative	perceptions	of	the	surface,	in	order	to	maximise	their	movement	












and	 the	 groundstaff.	 	 	 Clearly,	 many	 key	 stakeholders	 feel	 little	 in	 the	 way	 of	















significant.	 	 Role	 clarity,	 and	 a	 shared	 acceptance	 of	 one	 another’s	 roles	 are	 of	








Undoubtedly,	 the	 greatest	 limitation	with	 this	 study	was	 how	 the	 participants	were	
recruited.	The	challenge	for	researchers	working	within	the	hard	to	reach	population	of	
elite	 level	 professional	 football	 is	 that	 access	 to	 key	 stakeholders,	 in	 particular	 the	
players,	 is	 often	 viewed	 with	 suspicion	 even	 with	 the	 promise	 of	 anonymity.		
Consequently,	access	is	often	via	‘gatekeepers’,	who	control	to	a	large	extent,	how	such	






questionnaires	 distributed	 by	 the	 head	 physiotherapist	 at	 the	 clubs	 were	 made.		
Secondly,	perceptions	can	often	be	swayed	by	audience	effects;	 it	 is	unclear	whether	
the	 questionnaires	 returned	 from	 the	 clubs	 were	 completed	 in	 isolation	 or	 in	 the	
presence	 of	 others.	 	 As	 a	 result,	 such	 audience	 bias	 is	 not	 known	 and	 needs	 to	 be	
acknowledged.	 	 Thirdly,	 the	ethnic	profile	of	participants	 indicated	 that	 the	majority	
were	white	in	origin,	with	only	74	(18%)	from	419,	reporting	their	race	as	non-white.		
Since	 the	 questionnaires	were	 administered	 by	 a	 third	 party,	 it	makes	 it	 difficult	 to	
interpret	whether	more	non-white	subjects	declined	to	complete	a	questionnaire,	or	
whether	they	were	not	provided	with	the	opportunity	to	do	so.		Fourthly,	the	lack	of	
redress	 to	 some	 of	 the	 perceptions	 raised	 particularly	 by	 the	 groundstaff	 limits	 the	
understanding	of	how	their	perceptions	may	shape	their	approach	to	the	preparation	
and	 maintenance	 of	 the	 pitches.	 	 Finally,	 the	 number	 of	 groundstaff	 sampled	 was	

































However,	 despite	 perceptual	 data	 showing	 concern;	 it	 does	 not	 provide	 a	 specific	
surface	hardness	that	was	considered	effective	for	both	the	performance	of	the	ball,	the	
player	 and	 the	 team.	 	 	 Neither,	 does	 it	 reflect	 a	 specific	 hardness,	 which	 does	 not	
adversely	 affect	 the	 likelihood	 of	 injury	 as	 a	 result	 of	 exposure.	 	 Consequently,	
researchers	 need	 to	 establish	 pitch	 quality	 standards	which	 reflect	 those	 of	 the	 key	
stakeholders,	namely	to	enhance	performance	whilst	minimising	the	risk	of	injury.	This	
must	be	 in	 collaboration	with	all	 those	working	within	 the	game,	as	 clearly	 the	data	
presented	 highlights	 that	 there	 are	 occupational	 differences	 underpinning	 such	
perceptions.	 	 	 Furthermore,	 future	 research	needs	 to	be	performed	 in	a	prospective	























the	methodological	 variances	within	 the	 available	 research.	 	 Researchers	wanting	 to	
measure	 pitch	 hardness	 have	 to	 make	 multiple	 decisions	 on	 how	 to	 approach	 the	
measurement	 of	 pitch	 hardness	 for	 example,	 tools,	 protocols,	 and	 frequency	 of	
sampling.	 	 The	 following	 chapter	 addresses	 three	 independent	 methodological	








(Baker	 et	 al	 2007,	 Stiles	 et	 al	 2009).	 	 The	 pitch	 standards	must	 also	 simultaneously	
provide	a	platform	for	the	enjoyment	of	players	and	spectators	alike,	on	which	the	risk	
of	 injury	 is	 minimised	 (Baker	 and	 Canaway,	 1993).	 	 In	 order	 to	 determine	 the	
contribution	of	pitch	hardness	 to	 the	 risk	of	 injury	within	 football,	 the	 integration	of	
reliable	 and	 objective	 means	 for	 measuring	 ground	 hardness	 is	 needed.	 	 Early	















Hammer	 (UEFA,	 2018).	 	 	 Consequently,	 a	 professional	 natural	 turf	 pitch	 should	 fall	
between	70-90G,	with	acceptable	limits	between	60-100G,	and	anything	above	100G	or	
below	60G	being	deemed	unacceptable	(UEFA,	2018).			Despite	the	availability	of	such	
objective	 measures	 and	 guidelines,	 no	 scientific	 papers	 have	 utilised	 the	 device	 to	





























produces	 the	greatest	 surface	compaction	by	 the	hammer	with	 the	 first	drop.	 	After	
which	further	deformation	with	each	subsequent	hammer	drop	is	reduced.		However,	
research	 by	 Twomey	 et	 al	 (2014)	 demonstrated	 that	 hardness	 figures	 with	 further	
consecutive	 drops	 continue	 to	 increase	 with	 significant	 differences	 being	 reported	
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between	 the	 first	 and	 second	 drops,	 but	 not	 between	 the	 third	 and	 fourth	 on	
community-level	Australian	Football	pitches.			Findings	such	as	these,	demonstrate	that	
decisions	 regarding	 the	 number	 of	 drops	 recorded	 needs	 careful	 consideration	 as	
conclusions	regarding	the	performance	of	the	pitch,	or	the	association	with	injury	risk,	
may	vary	considerably	depending	on	the	number	of	drops	made	(Twomey	et	al	2014).		












Natural	 turf	 pitches	 are	 known	 to	demonstrate	both	 temporal	 (over	 the	 course	of	 a	
season)	 and	 spatial	 variation	 (within	 one	 given	 pitch)	 in	 their	 relative	 hardness.		














turf	 pitch	 has	 been	used	 previously	 to	 establish	 testing	 protocols	 for	 pitch	 hardness	
(Adams	and	Gibbs,	1994).		 	It	is	generally	accepted	that	the	wear	pattern	on	a	soccer	
pitch	follows	a	diamond	shape	extending	outward	from	the	goalmouth	to	the	touch	line	
at	 half	 way	 before	 narrowing	 once	 again	 to	 terminate	 at	 the	 opposing	 goalmouth	









minutes	 in	a	Championship	Football	 League	game.	The	more	 intense	 the	 colour,	 the	
greater	number	of	touches	the	team	had	within	that	area	of	the	pitch.	 	The	data	has	
been	normalised	to	a	single	direction	of	play	 from	 left	 to	right	and	overlain	with	the	
diamond	wear	pattern	proposed	by	Adams	and	Gibbs	(1994).			It	is	reasonable	to	assume	
that	the	opposition	will	adopt	defensive	positons	in	relation	to	these	ball	contacts	and	




































Within	 the	 controlled	 research	 setting	 it	 is	 often	 commonplace	 for	one	 individual	 to	
perform	 all	 testing	 procedures	 thereby	minimising	 potential	 bias	 or	 sampling	 error.		
However,	 within	 the	 applied	 sport	 setting,	 it	 is	 far	 less	 likely	 and	 resources	 may	






state	 their	 level	 of	 experience	 or	 competence.	 	 	 In	 fact,	 only	 one	 study	 to	 date	 has	
examined	 the	 inter-rater	 reliability	 of	 the	 Clegg	 Hammer,	 reporting	 it	 to	 be	 robust	
enough	 for	 multiple-testers	 use	 as	 they	 demonstrated	 no	 significant	 differences	
between	experienced	or	novice	testers	(Twomey	et	al,	2011).		This	study	will	examine	








which	 the	 most	 salient	 findings	 will	 be	 discussed	 collectively.	 	 Part	 A:	 explores	 the	
optimal	number	of	consecutive	drops	that	should	constitute	at	Clegg	Hammer	Protocol.		






















the	Clegg	Hammer.	 	 	 The	pitch	was	 tested	across	15	different	 sites	which	were	pre-




















All	 data	 were	 double	 entered	 in	 Microsoft	 Excel,	 checked	 and	 edited	 before	 being	
transferred	and	analysed	in	SPSS	Version	24	(SPSS	Inc.,	Chicago,	Illinois).	 	 	Descriptive	
statistics	 in	 the	 form	 of	 means,	 standard	 deviation,	 95%	 confidence	 intervals	 and	































Hammer	drop	1	 		89.200	 5.7346	 	2.90	 N/A	
Hammer	drop	2	 106.867	 8.3740	 	4.23	 19.80	
Hammer	drop	3	 112.467	 8.1492	 	4.12	 5.32	
Hammer	drop	4	 116.067	 9.9101	 	5.01	 3.14	







significantly	 different	 over	 the	 5	 drop	 measures	 F	 (1.277,6.384)	 =186.8,	 p=0.03	
indicating	 that	 with	 subsequent	 drops	 the	 hardness	 value	 reported	 by	 the	 Clegg	
Hammer	 differ	 significantly	 from	 one	 another.	 	 Post-hoc	 testing	 found	 significant	
differences	between	each	drop	 such	 that	drops	1	and	2,	 and	drop	2	and	3	 (P<0.05),	














This	 protocol	 had	11	measures	within	 the	diamond	of	wear	 reported	by	Adams	and	
Gibbs,	(1994).			In	addition,	the	4	drops	which	fall	outside	of	the	wear	pattern,	help	to	
address	 the	 movement	 profiles	 seen	 on	 the	 Opta	 Heat	 map	 (Figure	 4.3).	 	 It	 was	

















All	 data	 were	 double	 entered	 in	 Microsoft	 Excel,	 checked	 and	 edited	 before	 being	



















=	 11.111,	p=	0.999.	 The	 scores	 for	 the	 15	drop	 zones	were	 averaged,	with	 standard	




found	 to	 be	 89.1	 (SD,	 1.168;	 C.I.	 0.77).	 	 The	 stability	 or	 consistency	 of	 the	 repeated	









Table	4.3	 Intra-class	 correlation	coefficients	 for	 the	 ten	 repeated	measures	of	whole	
pitch	hardness.	
	
These	 results	 support	 the	 concept	 that	 it	 is	 possible	 to	 obtain	 a	 reliable	 total	 pitch	
hardness	score	using	the	clegg	hammer	in	15	zones.		Further	evaluation	of	the	variability	
in	measures	within	each	of	the	individual	15	drop	zones	was	carried	out	using	the	F	Test.			





95%	Confidence	Interval	 	 F	Test	with	True	Value	0	 	
Lower	Bound	 Upper	Bound	 Value	 df1	 df2	 Sig	









Test	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	
Mean	 90	 89.06	 89.27	 90.33	 89.13	 89.20	 86.93	 89.73	 87.13	 90.2	
SD	 5.54	 3.90	 3.55	 5.89	 5.5	 5.73	 6.94	 4.89	 7.30	 5.71	











drops	or	15-drops	per	pitch,	Figures	4.1	and	4.5)	was	 repeated	 five	 times	across	 the	
surface	 of	 the	 pitch.	 	 The	 readings	 were	 collected	 by	 one	 single	 experienced	 Clegg	







All	 data	 were	 double	 entered	 in	 Microsoft	 Excel,	 checked	 and	 edited	 before	 being	






















































demonstration	of	 the	Clegg	Hammer,	were	provided	with	a	 recording	sheet	 for	 their	
scores	and	were	not	 informed	of	 the	 likely	 level	of	pitch	hardness.	 	 The	 four	 testers	
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performed	the	pitch	assessment	in	isolation	and	were	blinded	to	the	results	of	the	other	
testers	 to	 eliminate	 any	 potential	 bias.	 	 	 Each	 tester	 sampled	 the	 pitch	 five	 times	
between	1400	and	1600	hours	on	the	day	of	testing	to	allow	air	and	soil	temperatures	





All	 data	 were	 double	 entered	 in	 Microsoft	 Excel,	 checked	 and	 edited	 before	 being	




significant	 differences	 existed	 between	 the	 pitch	 hardness	 measurements.	 	 To	
determine	the	inter-rater	and	intra-rater	reliability,	 intra-class	correlation	coefficients	
(ICCs)	were	calculated.			In	order	to	classify	the	ICCs,	the	Landis-Koch	classification	was	
used	 to	 rate	 the	 level	 of	 agreement:	 0.00-0.20,	 slight;	 0.21-0.40,	 fair;	 0.41-0.60,	








Table	 4.6	 Descriptive	 statistics	 illustrating	 intra-tester	 differences	 in	 Clegg	 Hammer	
readings	based	on	level	of	experience.	
	
Level	of	experience	 Mean	 Standard	Deviation	 N	
Experienced	1	 63.27	 3.743	 75	
Experienced	2	 62.79	 3.743	 75	
Novice	1	 60.16	 4.430	 75	
Novice	2	 61.17	 4.154	 75	
	
	



























Table	4.7	Demonstrates	 the	 Intra-class	 correlations	between	 the	 four	Clegg	Hammer	
testers.		









0.357	 .106	 .556	 0.004	 Moderate	
Experienced	 1	 v	
Experienced	2	
.664	 -.470	 .728	 0.000	 Substantial	
Experienced	 1	 v	
Novice	1	
.068c	 -.314	 .362	 0.350	 No	reliability	
Experienced	 1	 v	
Novice	2	
.031c	 -.439	 .361	 0.440	 No	reliability	
Experienced	 2	 v	
novice	1	
-.095c	 -.672	 .291	 0.775	 No	reliability	
Experienced	 2	 v	
Novice	2	
-.160c	 -.691	 .226	 0.662	 No	reliability	
Novice	 1	 v	
Novice	2	
.567c	 .321	 .725	 0.002	 Moderate	
	
Test-retest	reliability	was	high	for	all	four	testers	regardless	of	experience	with	the	two	

























recommended	 by	 the	 ASTM	 (2000)	 was	 confirmed	 as	 the	 preferred	 choice.	 The	
development	 of	 a	 football	 specific	 15-drop	 protocol	 was	 compared	 with	 those	 of	






Within	 the	 literature	 the	 only	 available	 study	 concerning	 the	 effects	 of	 repeated	
consecutive	Clegg	Hammer	drops	was	performed	on	community	level	Australian	football	
fields.		Twomey	et	al	(2014)	concluded	that	surface	hardness	as	reported	by	the	Clegg	
Hammer	 is	dependent	upon	the	number	of	times	 it	 is	dropped	on	the	surface	of	the	
pitch.	 	 	Significant	differences	were	found	between	the	first	and	second	drop	(14.0%	
change;	 P<0.001)	 but	 not	 between	 the	 third	 and	 fourth	 drop	 (2.1%	 change;(P<0.57)	
(Twomey	et	al,	2014).			This	differs	from	the	data	shown	within	this	study	(4.2.1)	which	
reports	significant	differences	 in	pitch	hardness	are	noted	even	after	a	fifth	drop	has	








What	 is	 clearly	 evident	 within	 the	 data	 of	 Twomey	 et	 al	 (2014)	 is	 the	 trend	 for	 a	
graduated	 increase	 in	 subsequent	 mean	 hardness	 coupled	 with	 a	 reduction	 in	 the	
percentage	change	with	each	subsequent	hammer	drop.		This	corroborates	the	findings	
of	 this	 study	where	 the	mean	 hardness	 rises	 form	 89.2G	 to	 118G	 over	 the	 5	 drops	
whereas	the	percentage	change	in	the	mean	falls	from	19.8%	to	2.27%	by	the	fifth	drop.	






that	 by	 the	 fifth	 drop	 the	 spread	 is	 approximately	 40G,	 compared	 with	 the	 15G	
witnessed	between	drop	1	 and	drop	2.	 	 This	may	 in	 itself	 be	 a	 pertinent	 finding	 for	








their	 preferred	 method	 in	 line	 with	 the	 ASTM	 (2000)	 recommendations.	 	 What	 is	
apparent	 is	 that	 if	 any	 of	 the	 other	 consecutive	 drops	 had	 been	 used	 the	 reported	
hardness	 values	would	 have	 been	 significantly	 higher	 and	 therefore	 the	 conclusions	
drawn	would	have	been	different.	
	






































between	 each	 interaction,	 by	 virtue	 they	 are	 a	 living	 thing,	 affected	 by	 footfall	 and	
climatic	conditions	they	can	never	be	100%	uniform	(Stiles	et	al	2009;	Caple	et	al,	2012).		
The	spatial	variability	of	pitch	hardness	witnessed	in	the	repeatability	testing	was	small.		
This	 is	 demonstrated	 clearly	 in	 Figure	 4.7,	where	 small	 fluctuations	 about	 the	mean	
hardness	and	variations	in	the	error	bars	show	that	even	when	testing	a	pitch	in	quick	
succession	on	a	climatically	stable	dry	day	the	measures	obtained	will	 fluctuate.	 	The	













differing	 nature,	 preparation	 and	 competitive	 standard	 of	 the	 pitches.	 	 Twomey	
evaluated	the	reliability	of	the	Clegg	Hammer	on	community	level	Australian	Football	
League	 pitches,	 whereas	 this	 study	 examined	 a	 training	 ground	 pitch	 at	 an	 English	
Premiership	League	Club.		The	mean	value	for	first	drop	hardness	was	noted	within	their	
work	 as	 being	 significantly	 higher	 at	 123G	 compared	 with	 this	 study	 where	 pitch	
hardness	 averaged	 89G.	 	 The	 construction	 of	 the	 surfaces	 in	 question	 will	 also	
undoubtedly	lead	to	potential	differences	in	the	spatial	variation	of	the	scores	obtained	
with	comparisons	between	a	professional	clubs	training	and	community	based	pitches	
making	 a	 true	 comparison	 difficult.	 	 Nevertheless,	 both	 studies	 confirm	 the	 Clegg	
hammer	is	a	reliable	means	by	which	to	assess	pitch	hardness.	
	








what	 remains	 unclear	 within	 the	 literature	 is	 how	 researchers	 should	 obtain	 a	
representative	 sample	 of	 the	 pitch.	 Consequently,	 numerous	 protocols	 have	 been	
proposed	but	no	 studies	 to	date	have	examined	how	 reliable	or	 representative	 they	
actually	 are.	 	 Part	 B	 (2)	 of	 the	 chapter	 (4.2.8)	 addressed	 this	 in	 elite	 football	
demonstrating	 that	 the	 reported	 pitch	 hardness	 is	 dependent	 upon	 the	 protocol	
adopted	for	testing.  It	is	clearly	evident	that	although	measures	were	taken	sequentially	
on	the	same	pitch	and	on	the	same	day,	with	the	same	calibrated	Clegg	Hammer,	by	the	
same	 experienced	 user,	 there	 were	 significant	 differences	 in	 the	 reported	 pitch	
hardness	dependent	upon	the	protocol	used.		
	































of	 the	 grass	 (James,	 2011).	 If	 the	 testing	 area	 does	 not	 capture	 this	 data,	 then	 the	






















Clearly,	 despite	 the	 Clegg	Hammer	 being	 shown	 to	 be	 a	 highly	 reliable	measure	 for	
recording	the	surface	hardness	of	a	football	pitch,	it	appears	dependent	upon	the	level	









from	 a	 height	 marginally	 higher	 than	 the	 actual	 mark,	 resulting	 in	 an	 increased	





experienced	 testers	 showed	 almost	 perfect	 re-test	 reliability	 (Experienced	 1,	 ICC,	
p=0.002;	Experienced	2,	ICC,	p<0.001).	The	novice	testers	also	showed	almost	perfect	
re-test	 reliability	 (Novice	 1,	 ICC	 0.969	 P<.0001;	 Novice	 2,	 ICC0.916,	 p<0.001).	 It	 was	
interesting	 to	note	however	 that	both	of	 the	novice	 testers	correlated	well	with	one	
another	suggesting	that	the	difference	between	experienced	and	novice	testers	was	on	











Inter-rater	 reliability	 within	 Twomey	 et	 al	 (2011)	 work	 showed	 almost	 perfect	
relationships	between	novice	 and	experienced	 testers	which	 reduced	minimally	 to	 a	
rating	 classification	 of	 substantial	 when	 examined	 against	 level	 of	 experience.		
Twomey’s	test	retest	reliability	was	not	as	good	as	this	study	with	experienced	tester	
scoring	0.77,	0.66	and	0.66	which	was	probably	a	reflection	on	the	quality	of	the	surfaces	
being	 measured	 (community	 versus	 professional).	 Interestingly,	 the	 novice	 testers	
scores	varied	between	0.70,	0.56	and	0.18	for	the	first	Clegg	Hammer	drop.	These	values	




Twomey	et	al	 (2011)	used	 intra	class	correlations	 for	 the	measurement	of	 reliability.	
Correlations	whilst	useful	do	not	account	for	the	degree	of	bias	thus	cannot	be	relied	
upon	as	a	true	measure	of	agreement	(Atkinson	and	Nevill,	1998).		The	Bland-Altman	







level	 of	 experience.	 These	 findings	 reflect	 those	 of	 Twomey	 et	 al	 (2011)	 who	 also	
reported	differences	between	experienced	and	novice	testers	with	the	Clegg	Hammer.		












the	ASTM	recommendations	 (2000).	 	 	 The	2.25kg	Clegg	Hammer	was	 shown	 to	be	a	











is	 going	 on	 but	 not	 so	 constrained	 and	 time	 consuming	 that	 those	 employed	 in	 the	
applied	setting	forgo	its	collection.	Furthermore,	the	results	of	this	study	highlight	the	
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potential	 variability	 that	 can	 exist	 between	 users,	 consequently,	 studies	 need	 to	
familiarise	 testers	 fully	 with	 the	 equipment	 being	 used	 to	 record	 hardness.	 	 It	 also	
suggests	 that	 if	 multiple	 testers	 are	 used	 that	 the	 reliability	 of	 their	 data	 be	
demonstrated	to	enable	better	comparisons	with	other	published	studies.	It	is	apparent	
that	methodological	issues	may	have	diluted	the	effects	that	pitch	hardness	may	have	
had	 upon	 injuries	 in	 professional	 soccer.	 Future	 work	 is	 required	 to	 prospectively	






























of	 injury.	 	 	 The	 findings	 showed	 overwhelmingly	 that	 those	 working	 within	 the	
professional	game,	believe	there	are	questions	to	be	answered	regarding	the	hardness	
of	the	natural	turf	pitch	and	its	role	in	both	performance	and	injury.			However,	it	is	not	
apparent	 from	 the	 available	 literature	 why	 such	 perceptions	 exist.	 	 	 Biomechanical	
studies	have	reported	surface	hardness	to	affect	the	mechanics	of	running	(Ferris	et	al	
1999,	 Stiles	 et	 al	 2012)	 and	 energy	 expenditure	 (Sassi	 et	 al	 2011),	 whist	 within	
professional	 Association	 Football,	 only	 speculative	 links	 have	 been	 made	 regarding	
natural	turf	pitch	hardness	and	injury	(Rennie	et	al	2016).		In	order	to	develop	a	better	
understanding	of	pitch	hardness,	a	more	objective	approach	to	the	collection	of	data	is	
necessary.	 	 Consequently,	 Chapter	 4	 described	 a	 validated	 protocol	 to	 enable	
researchers	 to	 measure	 pitch	 hardness	 such	 that	 this	 association	 can	 be	 explored	














200mm.	 	 	Testing	was	performed	on	average	every	 three	weeks	with	a	2.25kg	Clegg	
Hammer,	 recording	 the	 third	 consecutive	 drop	 as	 the	measure	 of	 hardness.	 	 These	
pitches	were	then	compared	to	two	‘native	soil’	rugby	pitches.		The	results	showed	that	
the	sand	rootzone	pitches	showed	less	variability	and	exhibited	greater	impact	hardness	


















Key	 stakeholders	 perceived	 the	 hardness	 of	 natural	 turf	 pitches	 to	 be	 increasing;	 a	
matter	of	concern	as	harder	pitches	were	also	perceived	to	increase	the	likelihood	of	
injury	 (Figure	 3.4-3.5,	 Chapter	 3).	 	 A	 better	 understanding	 of	 spatial	 and	 temporal	







eight	 full	 competitive	 playing	 seasons	within	 elite	 level	 English	 professional	 football.			
The	objectives	of	the	study	were	fourfold:	
	
1. To	 examine	 whether	 natural	 turf	 pitches	 demonstrate	 temporal	 and	 spatial	
variability	of	their	hardness.	













One	professional	elite	 football	club	was	studied	over	the	course	of	eight	 full	 seasons	











a	 2.25kg	 Clegg	 Impact	 Soil	 Tester	 (CIST;	 Clegg	 1976)	 prior	 to	 every	 every	 first	 team	
training	 session	 and	match	 over	 the	 course	 of	 the	 2008-2016	 seasons.	 	 The	 testing	
protocol	adopted	was	in	line	with	that	of	study	4.2,	utilising	the	15-drop	protocol.		The	









the	general	 cut	 length	 for	elite	pitches	 is	between	22-25	mm,	 this	was	not	 recorded	

























were	on	match-day	 (N=388)	producing	an	average	 seasonal	 exposure	 to	natural	 turf	
pitches	of	187	times	(training:138.5	and	match:	48.5).		The	need	to	address	pitch	quality	



















2008-09	 156	 103	 52	 115	 39	 2	 0	
2009-10	 195	 143	 52	 148	 38	 8	 1	
2010-11	 201	 151	 50	 152	 38	 10	 1	
2011-12	 199	 150	 49	 2	 167	 29	 1	
2012-13	 185	 136	 49	 3	 152	 29	 1	
2013-14	 174	 122	 52	 4	 139	 30	 1	
2014-15	 190	 148	 42	 0	 3	 186	 1	
2015-16	 197	 155	 42	 0	 3	 193	 1	























The	process	of	averaging	such	data	may	mask	 the	 true	 temporal	variation	with	each	
exposure	to	the	natural	turf	pitch.		Consequently,	a	truer	representation,	showing	large	
fluctuations	in	the	relative	hardness	between	each	exposure	is	shown	in	Figure	5.2.	The	























(Figure	 5.3).	 	 There	 is	 a	 smooth	 periodic	 oscillation	 where	 average	 pitch	 hardness	























































































Year	 Native	Soil	 Fibre	sand	 Desso	 Fibrelastic	
Exposure	 Training	 Match	 Training	 Match	 Training	 Match	 Training	 Match	
2008-09	 103	 12	 1	 38	 0	 2	 0	 0	
2009-10	 143	 5	 0	 38	 0	 8	 0	 1	
2010-11	 151	 1	 0	 38	 0	 10	 0	 1	
2011-12	 0	 2	 150	 17	 0	 29	 0	 1	
2012-13	 0	 3	 134	 18	 2	 27	 0	 1	
2013-14	 0	 4	 122	 17	 0	 30	 0	 1	
2014-15	 0	 0	 1	 1	 146	 40	 0	 1	
2015-16	 0	 0	 1	 2	 154	 39	 0	 1	
Total	exposure	 397	 27	 410	 169	 302	 185	 0	 7	
Percentage	
exposure	

































11.32	 11.40	 5.97	 7.07	
	
Figure	 5.5,	 Box	 plots	 demonstrating	 the	 variability	 of	 natural	 turf	 pitch	 hardness	 in	
relation	to	their	construction	type.	
	






















































different	 across	 the	 four	 types	 of	 pitches,	 χ2(3)	 =107.61,	 p	 <0.001.	 Subsequently,	
pairwise	comparisons	were	performed	using	Dunn's	(1964)	procedure	with	a	Bonferroni	

















training	 counterparts,	 whilst	 collectively,	 their	 relative	 hardness	 showed	 seasonal	
variability,	being	softest	over	the	winter	months.			Interestingly,	the	study’s	novel	design	
revealed	 that	 by	 increasing	 the	 frequency	 of	 testing,	 the	 true	 extent	 of	 temporal	



















engineered	 root	 zone	 surfaces.	 Furthermore,	 Forester	 et	 al	 (2014)	 concluded	 spatial	
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variation	was	greater	than	temporal	regarding	an	artificial	pitch	this	was	not	the	case	
within	 this	 study	where	 temporal	 variation	was	 prevalent.	 	 This	 difference	 between	
artificial	and	natural	turf	highlights	the	methodological	flaws	of	previous	comparative	
works	reporting	on	 injury	rates	between	natural	and	artificial	turf.	 	These	are	unique	





biomechanical	 studies	 have	 shown	 it	 to	 affect	 running	 mechanics	 and	 energy	
expenditure	(Ferris	et	al	1999,	Stiles	et	al	2012,	Sassi	et	al	2011).			However,	less	is	known	
about	how	players	adapt	to	the	repeated	cumulative	effects	of	such	variations	in	relative	





hardness	within	 this	 study	provides	 foundation	 for	 such	user’s	 perceptions.	 	Despite	
these	 pitches	 being	 of	 an	 elite	 level	 and	 having	 large	 investment	 in	 both	 their	










season	 (51G-128G).	 	 It	 is	 notable	 that	 during	 the	 first	 two-month	 period	 (August-
September)	pitches	generally	become	harder,	increasing	to	over	87G.			As	the	climatic	
seasons	changes	through	autumn	to	winter	(November-February)	the	hardness	falls	to	
79G,	before	 it	once	more	begins	 to	gradually	harden	 to	an	end	season	value	of	91G	
(March-May).	 	 	 Such	 seasonal	 variation,	 offers	 some	 support	 for	 the	 bi-modal	
perceptions	of	a	seasonal	bias	and	injury	in	relation	to	pitch	hardness	reported	by	the	



















who	 perceived	 seasonal	 bias	 within	 Chapter	 3	 reported	 a	 ‘bi-modal’	 temporal	
distribution,	 with	 greatest	 risk	 between	 August/September	 and	 again	 between	
December/January.	 	 Perhaps	 this	 perceived	 ‘bi-modal’	 distribution	 may	 reflect	 such	
seasonal	variation	in	natural	turf	pitch	hardness,	which	to	a	large	extent	was	reinforced	
by	this	study.			This	would	support	the	participants’	feelings	around	the	relative	timing	
of	 injury	 risk	 with	 surface	 and	 time	 of	 year.	 	 	 Thus,	 understanding	 the	 spatial	 and	
temporal	variation	regarding	hardness	in	natural	turf	pitches	may	prove	to	be	important	
for	 both	 optimisation	 of	 the	 pitch	 performance	 and	 mitigating	 injury	 risk	 to	 those	
exposed	to	such	surfaces.		
	





However,	 as	 the	 natural	 turf	 pitch	 is	 known	 to	 affect	 the	 behaviour	 of	 the	 ball	 and	









budget	 and	 maintenance	 schedule	 to	 favour	 the	 more	 show-piece	 match	 pitch.	
Specialised	 irrigation	 and	drainage	 systems	 together	with	 growing	 lights	 ensure	 that	
grass	 coverage	 throughout	 the	 season	 at	many	 stadia.	 	 	 The	 harder	match	 pitch	 re-
affirms	the	key	stakeholders’	perceptions	that	harder	pitches	are	more	likely	to	cause	
injury	when	 considered	 in	 relation	 to	 injury	 incidences	 of	 6.7-12.3	 times	 that	 of	 the	
softer	training	pitches.		
	
At	 an	 elite	 level,	 the	 natural	 turf	 pitch	 has	 evolved	 over	 recent	 years	 to	 provide	 a	
platform	 which	 is	 more	 consistent	 and	 robust	 (Baker	 et	 al	 2007,	 Caple	 et	 al	 2012,	
Thomson	and	Rennie,	2016).	 	This	affords	players	 the	opportunity	 to	perform	to	 the	
maximum	of	their	physical	capability	and	express	themselves	on	a	surface	which	permits	
















preparation,	as	 it	 is	difficult	 to	maintain	a	consistent	mix	of	 the	polypropylene	 fibres	
within	the	sand.		As	a	result,	some	areas	can	become	more	or	less	concentrated	thereby	
demonstrating	increased	variability.			Perhaps	the	most	significant	change	occurred	with	
the	 Desso	 Grassmaster	 pitches	 who	 were	 both	 significantly	 harder	 and	 much	 less	
variable	in	when	tested	(85.85G,	CV	5.97).	
	
Whilst	 such	 changes	 in	 the	 relative	 hardness,	 variability	 and	 provision	 of	 match	
equivalent	surfaces	to	train	upon	may	aid	preparation	and	familiarity	this	may	come	at	
a	 cost.	 	 Figure	 5.6	 shows	 clearly	 how	 the	 variation	 and	 pitch	 types	 have	 changed	
resulting	 in	 a	 narrower	 range	 of	 exposure	 for	 the	 players.	 	 	 Referring	 to	 the	
consequences	of	exposure	to	sports	participation	and	injury	risk,	Meeuwisse	et	al	(2007)	
concluded	 that	 adaptations	 occur	 that	 alter	 risk	 and	 affect	 aetiology	 of	 injury	 in	 a	
dynamic	and	recursive	fashion.		As	a	result	of	exposure	to	a	variety	of	surfaces	players	
learn	to	adapt	their	behaviour	in	accordance	(Anderson	et	al	2008),	creating	an	almost	
functional	 plasticity	 (Liu-Ambrose	 et	 al	 2012).	 	 Motor	 learning	 through	 subsequent	
success	 or	 failure	 informs	 future	 decisions	 and	 performance,	 leading	 to	 a	 more	
adaptable	 and	 robust	 system	 (Milton	 et	 al,	 2007).	 	 The	 ability	 to	make	 and	modify	
responses	 under	 a	 broad	 spectrum	 of	 conditions	 is	 central	 to	 effective	 sporting	
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performance	and	injury	prevention	(Glasgow	et	al,	2013).		Reducing	the	‘bandwidth’	of	
the	natural	 turf	pitch	 (hardness/variability)	may	reduce	the	ability	of	players	 to	cope	
when	exposed	to	a	pitch	that	falls	outside	of	their	normative	values.		Thus	impacting	on	

















variability	 in	 hardness	 of	 natural	 turf	 pitches	 in	 an	 elite	 football	 team	 encountered	
longitudinally	across	eight	seasons,	both	in	training	and	in	matches.			It	has	shown	that	
natural	 turf	 pitches	 have	 become	 progressively	 harder	 but	 less	 variable,	 a	 factor	
probably	 attributable	 to	 developments	 in	 construction	 and	 maintenance.	 	 	 Match	
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pitches	 have	 a	 significantly	 harder	 profile	 than	 their	 training	 counterparts	 whilst	
collectively,	their	relative	hardness	showed	seasonal	variability,	being	softest	over	the	
winter	months.	 Interestingly,	 the	 increased	 frequency	of	 testing	highlighted	 the	 true	
































Injuries	 are	 a	 major	 factor	 within	 professional	 football	 and	 have	 been	 shown	 to	
negatively	 affect	 the	 performance	 and	 success	 of	 elite	 teams	 in	 both	 league	 and	
European	 cup	 competition	 (Hagglund	 et	 al	 2013).	 	 	 Furthermore,	 injuries	 have	 been	
shown	to	not	only	affect	the	individual	in	terms	of	lost	playing	time,	future	earnings	and	
contracts	 (Ekstrand	 et	 al	 2013)	 but	 also	 their	 reported	 mental	 health,	 with	 many	
reporting	anxiety,	sleep	disturbance	and	depression	(Gouttebarge	et	al	2015).		In	order	
to	 prevent	 injury,	 an	 understanding	 of	 the	 extent	 of	 the	 problem	 and	 how	 injuries	
present	 themselves	 is	necessary	 (Bahr	and	Holme	2003).	 	However,	before	2005	 the	




understanding	 of	 both	 the	 incidence	 and	 severity	 of	 injuries	within	 the	 professional	
game	(Bahr	et	al	2018).			Longitudinal	studies	conducted	by	UEFA	over	an	11-year	period	









Whilst	 epidemiological	 studies	 provide	 us	with	 the	 incidence	 and	 burden	 of	 injuries	

















via	anecdotal	 inference	 that	more	 injuries	were	noted	early	 in	 the	season	on	harder	
pitches	(Hawkins	and	Fuller	1999,	Hawkins	et	al	2001,	Woods	et	al	2002).		Despite	such	






(Thomson	and	Rennie	2016).	However,	 no	 research	 is	 available	 to	 show	how	 such	a	
transition	 from	 native	 soil	 to	 reinforced	 hybrid	 turfs	 like	 Fibre-sand	 and	 Desso	 has	










pitch	and	 its	possible	 links	to	 injury	within	elite	football.	 	The	objectives	of	the	study	
were	 threefold;	 1.	 To	 critically	 examine	 the	 injury	 rates	 and	 injury	 burden	 at	 one	








This	 was	 a	 longitudinal	 study	 of	 one	 elite	 football	 club,	 which	 extended	 across	 8	
consecutive	seasons	(2008-2016)	playing	in	England	with	data	being	collected	under	the	
pretext	of	the	authors	employment,	as	Head	Physiotherapist.				The	study	design	adheres	















injury	 was	 defined	 as	 any	 physical	 complaint	 that	 occurred	 while	 participating	 in	 a	
football	match	or	 a	 training	 session	 that	 led	 to	an	 inability	 to	participate	 in	a	 future	
training	 session	or	match	 (i.e.	a	 time-loss	 injury).	 	Players	 remained	 injured	until	 the	












table	 6.2	 for	 the	 natural	 turf	 pitch.	 	 Players	were	 considered	 injured	 until	 the	Head	




















Natural	turf	pitch	 The	 traditionally	 accepted	 surface	 for	 playing	 football	 which	 is	
covered	 predominantly	with	 natural	 grass	 (generally	 perennial	 rye	
grass	within	England).	











Injury	rate	 Number	of	injuries	per	1000	player	hours	(( 	injuries/ 	exposure	–
hours)	x	1000)	



























































risk	 factor	 for	 injury	 within	 the	 elite	 game?	 Injury	 data	 was	 collated	 as	 a	 collective	
sample	over	the	eight-year	longitudinal	study	and	reported	utilizing	descriptive	statistics.		





































































































































































































































and	match	 rate	 of	 32.02	 injuries/1000	 hours.	 	 	 Injury	 burden	 used	 to	 highlight	 the	
severity	of	recorded	injuries	showed	an	overall	burden	of	days	lost	100.68/1000	hours,	
whilst	 in	 training	 74.92	 days	 lost/1000	 hours	 and	match	 play	 397.69	 days	 lost/1000	











the	 study	 did	 not	maintain	 a	 uniform	pattern	 as	 can	 be	 seen	 in	 Figure	 6.2.	 	 In	 fact,	


















































































































































































































































































































the	 injury	 rates	 of	 joints	 (3.75/1000h)	 and	 tendons	 (1.85/1000h)	 who	 experienced	
higher	rates	on	the	harder	pitches	(Figure	6.4).			The	recommended	zone	for	natural	turf	
pitch	hardness	 appeared	 favorable,	 that	 is	 having	 the	 lowest	 rate	of	 injury	 for	 joint,	
tendon,	nerve	and	soft	tissue.			Regarding	the	injury	burden	on	differing	levels	of	pitch	
hardness	 (Figure	 6.5),	 ligamentous	 injury	 was	 extremely	 debilitating	 on	 soft	 pitches	









Figure	 6.4	 Injury	 incidence	 per	 1000hours	 exposure	 in	 relation	 to	 natural	 turf	 pitch	
hardness.		 	 	 	 	
	
	






namely	 Native	 soil	 (n=424,	 15,900	 exposure	 hours),	 Fibre	 sand	 (n=579,	 21,712.5	







but	were	notably	 lower	 for	 the	Desso	pitch	construction	 (7.61/1000h).	 Injury	burden	

















Pitch	 type,	 also	 appeared	 to	 affect	 tissues	 in	 differing	ways	 (Table	 6.6).	 	Whilst	 the	
number	of	muscle	injuries	was	highest	on	Native	soil	(2.58/1000h)	and	lowest	on	the	
Desso	pitches	(1.86/1000h),	the	cost	or	burden	of	such	muscular	injuries	were	doubled	













This	 study	provides	novel	data	highlighting	how	the	hardness	of	natural	 turf	 football	











have	 simultaneously	 demonstrated	 an	 increased	 burden	 or	 cost	 for	 such	 injury,	
regarding	time	loss.	Collectively	these	findings	demonstrate	the	natural	turf	pitch	may	




occurring	 in	matches	 (42%).	 	 	On	average	a	player	 sustained	2.4	 injuries	per	 season,	
resulting	in	61	injuries	per	season	for	a	squad	of	25	players.			The	total	injury	incidence	
was	8.74/1000h,	with	a	training	rate	of	6.88/1000h	 in	comparison	to	32.02/1000h	 in	
match	play.	 	 	Whilst	 these	 figures	 are	 higher	 than	 those	 reported	 in	 the	Champions	
	 183	
League	 audit	 4.0/1000h	 training	 and	 26.7/1000h	match	 respectively,	 they	 are	 lower	
than	some	reported	longitudinally	within	the	Premier	League	which	ranged	from	31.2-
59.2/1000h	 (Carling	et	al	2010).	 	 	 This	 type	of	 variation	appears	 typical	within	 injury	
surveillance	data,	 frequently	being	attributed	 to	differing	methodology	 (recording	or	
definition	of	injury),	population	(playing	level)	and	perhaps	most	likely	the	‘dynamic	and	
recursive’	origin	of	such	injuries	which	hampers	true	comparison	(Meeuwisse	et	al	2007).		












in	 comparison	 to	 other	 reported	 rates	 in	 elite	 football	 which	 range	 from	 105-
209.6/1000h	(Ekstrand	et	al	2019).	 	 	Days	 lost	to	match	 injury	was	over	five	times	of	
those	sustained	in	training	(397.69/1000h	match,	74.93/1000h	training).		So	whilst	the	
incidence	 of	 injuries	within	 training	was	 higher	 than	 that	 of	matches,	 the	 burden	 in	


























This	mirrors	 participants	within	 the	perception	 study	of	 chapter	 3,	who	 reported	 an	
increased	risk	of	muscle	(60%	agreement)	and	ligament	(42%	agreement)	on	soft	pitches	
and	 increased	 likely	 prevalence	 for	 joint	 (93%	 agreement)	 and	 tendon	 injury	 (54%	
agreement)	on	harder	natural	turf	pitches.	This	reinforces	the	studies	of	Ronkainen	et	
al	 (2012),	 Roberts	 et	 al	 (2104)	 and	Mears	 et	 al	 (2018)	 who	 had	 reported	 on	 player	
perceptions	regarding	subjective	hardness	and	injury	comparing	artificial	with	natural	
turf.	 	 Furthermore,	 it	 also	 supports	 the	 somewhat	 intuitive	 links	between	 seasonally	
hard	 pitches	 and	 injury	 proposed	 by	 Hawkins	 et	 al	 (2001)	 and	Woods	 et	 al	 (2002).	
However,	most	pertinently	this	study	highlights	the	accuracy	of	key	stakeholders’	views	
within	chapter	3	of	this	thesis,	who	perceived	natural	turf	pitches	should	be	seen	as	an	





Tendon	 injury	 also	 displayed	 an	 increased	 injury	 burden,	 but	was	 found	 to	 be	most	
susceptible	to	the	recommended	level	4.23/1000h,	followed	by	hard	3.85/1000h	and	
soft	1.7/1000h.		Attributing	causality	to	such	injuries	is	difficult	because	of	their	multi-
factorial	 nature	 (van	Mechelen	et	 al	 1992,	Meeuwisse	et	 al	 2017).	 	However,	 as	 the	
surface	 compliance	 of	 such	 natural	 turf	 is	 known	 to	 affect	 both	 energy	 expenditure	
(Ferris	et	al	1999,	Geyer	et	al	2003,	Katkat	et	al	2009,	Sassi	et	al	2011)	and	musculo-
skeletal	load	(Smith	et	al	2004,	Stiles	et	al	2011),	one	may	consider	the	impact	natural	




pitch-player	 interaction	 (Rennie	 et	 al	 2016).	 	 This	 variable	 external	 load,	 affects	 the	
internal	 load	 of	 players	 during	 exposure,	 which	 in	 turn	 will	 affect	 tissues	 are	 their	
likelihood	of	 subsequent	 injury	 (Vanrenterghem	et	 al	 2017).	 	 Future	 studies	need	 to	
examine	natural	turf	pitch	hardness,	relating	this	to	both	the	external	and	internal	loads	
elite	players	in	a	controlled	training	environment.	This	approach	would	enable	a	better	






to	Fibre	sand	 (83.54G,	SD	9.52)	and	 then	Desso	 (85.85G,	SD	5.12)	 reinforced	pitches	
















Whilst	 the	 picture	 regarding	 injury	 incidence	 and	 hybrid	 pitch	 construction	 appears	
favorable	 particularly	 regarding	 the	 Desso	 pitches,	 this	 is	 not	 necessarily	 the	 case	
regarding	the	severity	or	burden	of	injuries.			The	cost	of	injuries	relative	to	days	lost	on	
hybrid	 pitch	 constructions	 are	 higher	 than	 that	 of	 native	 sand	 soil	 (Fibre	 sand	
114.4/1000h,	Desso	102.01/1000h,	Native	soil	80.5/1000h).			Thus	whilst	overall	injuries	
on	hybrid	turf	are	reducing,	the	costs	both	to	individual	players	and	their	club’s	actually	
appears	 to	 be	 increasing	 as	 result	 of	 exposure	 to	 such	 surfaces.	 	 This	 is	 perfectly	
demonstrated	by	 injuries	affecting	muscle,	where	Desso	pitches	 recorded	the	 lowest	
incidence	of	muscle	injuries	with	1.86/1000h,	compared	to	Fibre	sand	(1.89/1000h)	and	








which	 showed	 the	 highest	 average	 hardness	 also	 demonstrated	 the	 greatest	 injury	
burden.	 	 	 This	 contrast	 the	 earlier	 findings	 that	 muscle	 injury	 had	 been	 linked	 to	










for	 days	 lost	 on	 the	 softer	 Native	 soil	 pitch.	 	 	 Both	 reinforced	 natural	 turfs	 led	 to	
increased	ligamentous	ruptures.			Whilst	this	study	is	focused	upon	hardness	this	result	
may	 indeed	be	 a	 factor	more	 akin	 to	 traction	or	 torsional	 stability,	where	 increased	
reinforced	root	zone	on	occasions	provides	too	much	traction	leading	to	such	rates	of	
ligamentous	rupture.			Fibre	sand	pitches	were	also	accountable	for	the	greatest	number	
and	burden	of	 joint	 injuries	with	 the	number	of	 days	 lost	 to	 injury	 (48.41/1000h)	 in	
comparison	 to	Desso	 (35.43/1000h)	and	Native	 soil	 (30.75/1000h).	 	 	 The	main	 injury	




al	2014).	 	 They	often	progress	 to	 fatigue	or	 full	 fracture	 if	 the	 loading	pattern	 is	not	









is	 demonstrated	 within	 this	 study	 where	 despite	 the	 use	 of	 agreed	 consensus	






et	 al	 2014).	 Many	 will	 continue	 with	 the	 use	 of	 non-steroidal	 anti-inflammatory	
medication	rather	than	miss	training	or	games	(Tscholl	et	al	2015).	 	This	may	 lead	to	
both	an	under	reporting	of	the	true	extent	of	injuries	and/or	an	eventually	increase	the	




the	 relationships	 or	 effectiveness	 of	 communication	 between	 staff	 can	 significantly	
affect	the	injury	burden	recorded.		Good	pathways	of	communication	and	support	can	
promote	lower	levels	of	injury	burden	(105/1000h)	whereas	poor	communication	and	
working	 relations	 increased	 likely	 injury	 burden	 (183.6/1000h).	 The	 often	 volatile	











information	 regarding	 relative	 injury	 risk	has	been	provided	within	 the	 literature.	 	 In	
essence,	 they	 are	 recommendations	 which	 are	 not	 enforced,	 nor	 scrutinized	 unlike	
those	pertaining	 to	artificial	pitches.	 	This	 study	provides	a	novel	approach,	with	 the	
necessary	methodological	 rigor	 regarding	 injury	consensus,	definitions,	and	exposure	
rates	within	both	training	and	match	play.	 	Furthermore,	 the	quantitative	analysis	of	
pitch	 hardness	 with	 the	 Clegg	 Hammer	 provided	 the	 necessary	 objectivity,	 missing	
within	the	literature	to	enable	 insights	 into	how	differing	natural	turf	pitch	hardness,	





in	 a	 controlled	 training	 environment.	 	 It	 is	 hoped	 this	 would	 enable	 a	 better	

















Association	 football	 is	 an	 exciting	 sport	 defined	 by	 bitter	 rivalries,	 periods	 of	 high	
intensity	and	high	drama.	Unfortunately,	with	over	250	million	active	participants,	it	is	
also	a	 sport	punctuated	by	 relatively	high	 risks	of	 injury	 (Rahnama	2011).	Despite	 its	
universal	popularity,	uncertainty	remains	concerning	its	multidimensional	requirements	
(physiological,	 biomechanical	 and	 psychological)	 and	 therefore	 uncertainties	 when	
planning	for	optimal	training	and	conditioning	(Bradley	et	al.,	2009;	Drust,	Atkinson,	&	








an	ergonomic	approach,	whereby	 training	 sessions	are	 compared	 to	 the	competitive	
demands	of	match-play	(Kelly	and	Drust	2007).		Utilising	small	sided	games	(SSG)	within	








training	drills	 and	 small	 sided	games	 (SSG)	 to	 accommodate	 for	 the	demands	of	 the	
game.		However,	whilst	the	use	of	SSG	has	been	accepted	as	a	means	of	developing	the	
specific	football	fitness	(Impellizzeri	et	al	2006)	no	researchers	have	investigated	how	
the	 relative	 hardness	 of	 the	 natural	 turf	 pitch	 affects	 the	 players’	 response	 to	 such	
conditioning	 stimuli.	 	 The	 conceptual	model	 (Figure	 2.5)	 presented	within	 chapter	 2	
proposed	that	on	exposure	to	any	given	natural	turf	pitch	its	hardness	may	affect	the	
relative	 load	 the	 player	 experiences	 (Rennie	 et	 al	 2016).	 	 This	 was	 reinforced	 by	
Vanrenterghem	 et	 al	 (2017)	 who	 proposed	 a	 novel	 framework	 to	 examine	 load	
monitoring	 with	 particular	 reference	 to	 distinct	 physiological	 and	 biomechanical	
pathways	 for	 load	 adaptation.	 They	 believed	 as	 players	 train	 they	 are	 exposed	 to	
external	 biomechanical	 load.	 Such	 external	 load	 leads	 to	 mechanical	 stresses	 being	
imparted	on	the	tissues	such	as	cartilage,	bone,	muscle	and	tendon.		Such	tissues	are	









the	 bounce	 and	 roll	 of	 the	 ball	 and	 as	 such	 performance	 of	 players	 and	 their	 team	



























































































staff	 after	which	 the	 training	 session	was	explained	 to	 the	players	 as	 a	 group.	 	 Four	
games	of	4V4	would	be	played	against	the	same	team,	so	that	team	A	would	compete	






































were	 activated	 15	 minutes	 prior	 to	 the	 commencement	 of	 the	 testing	 session	 in	






8V8	 games	 allowing	 a	 comparison	 of	 the	 GPS	 variables	 recorded	 between	 the	 hard	
(white	ball)	or	soft	(yellow	ball)	pitch.		The	variables	of	interest	were	meters	per	minute	
(m.min),	high	speed	running	distance	 (m),	very	high	speed	running	 (m)	and	sprinting	
distances	 (m),	 and	 combined	 high	 speed	 distance	 (m).	 	 In	 addition,	 the	 number	 of	
accelerations	and	decelerations	were	also	examined	in	relation	to	the	hard	or	soft	pitch.	
























Ground	Pass	 Any intentional played ball from one player to another. 
Passes include open play passes, goal kicks, corners and 
free kicks played as pass – but exclude crosses, keeper 
throws and throw-ins. Passes included are only those played 
below hip height	
Aerial	Pass	 Any lofted ball where there is a clear intended recipient, must 










Possessions are defined as one or more sequences in a row 
belonging to the same team. A possession is ended by the 
opposition gaining control of the ball.	
Seconds	 per	
pass	
























ball	 pitch.	 	 Recorded	 perceptions	 focussed	 on	 session	 exertion	 (DRPE-S),	 leg	muscle	
exertion	 (DRPE-L),	 breathing	 control	 (DRPE-B)	 and	 technical	 difficulty	 (DRPE-T).	













ones	which	 the	players	wear	 in	 training.	 Individual	mean	heart	 rate	 during	 different	
sections	either	4V4	SSG	or	8V8	SSG	and	separated	in	relation	to	the	work	performed	on	
either	 the	 yellow	 ball	 (soft)	 or	 white	 ball	 (hard)	 to	 provide	 an	 indication	 of	 overall	
intensity	in	relation	to	surface	hardness.			Heart	rate	was	also	expressed	in	relation	to	
recognised	 working	 bands	 of	 each	 player’s	 maximum	 namely,	 75-85%,	 or	 86-100%.	
Players	maximum	 heart	 rates	were	 established	 from	 an	 intermittent	maximal	 effort	
running	 test.	 	 The	 session	was	 clipped	 into	 the	 specific	 activity	 time	 frames	 such	 as	
















per	 minute	 were	 calculated.	 Wilcoxon	 tests	 for	 repeated	 measures	 were	 used	 to	





Differential	 RPE	 was	 presented	 as	 mean	 and	 standard	 deviation	 with	 differences	
between	the	surface	hardness	being	evaluated	via	Wilcoxon	tests.		Heart	rate	data	was	
described	 through	 means,	 standard	 deviation	 and	 averaged	 per	 minute	 to	 allow	
comparison	between	4V4	and	8V8	SSG	formats.	Shapiro-Wilk	test	showed	that	HR	data	






















high	 intensity	 running	 within	 the	 4V4	 format	 in	 favor	 of	 hard	 pitch	 over	 soft.		
Furthermore,	as	the	pitch	size	and	playing	numbers	are	increased	to	the	8V8	situation,	
a	resultant	15%	 increase	 in	combined	high	speed	distance	 is	noted.	Combined	speed	















compliance	 pre	 and	 post	 testing	 the	 hard	 pitch	 observed	 no	 statistically	 significant	



























Table	 7.5	 A	 summary	 of	 the	 effects	 of	 pitch	 hardness	 and	 game	 size	 on	 technical	
performance.	































































Seconds	per	pass	 Mean	2.82	seconds	 Mean	3.91	seconds	 Mean	5.38	seconds	 Mean	4.88	seconds	
	
	
Wilcoxon	 repeated	 measures	 tests	 for	 the	 4V4	 SSG	 revealed	 that	 no	 statistically	
significant	 differences	 were	 evident	 between	 technical	 performance	 as	 a	 factor	 of	
surface	 hardness	 (Ground	 pass	 z=-.411,	 p=.681,	 Aerial	 pass	 z=-.186,	 p=0.853,	 Carry	
z=.-.168,	p=.866,	Take	on	z=-1.292,	p=0.196	Shot	z=-.632,	p=0.528,	Turnover	z=-.700,	













Descriptive	 measures	 showed	 the	 means	 and	 standard	 deviations	 for	 players’	











DRPE-S	 71.3	 13.40	 73.0	 12.25	 53.7	 15.64	 54.37	 17.15	
DRPE-L	 68.4	 13.76	 67.1	 14.85	 54.6	 15.86	 54.1	 16.16	
DRPE-B	 69.8	 17.20	 69.5	 17.77	 45.4	 21.54	 47.1	 22.43	

















































	 4V4	Hard	 4V4	Soft	 8V8	Hard	 8v8	Soft	








































a	 training	 session.	 The	 findings	 demonstrate	 that	 whilst	 pitch	 hardness	 does	 not	
significantly	 affect	 external	 load	 parameters	 such	 as	 total	 distance,	 acceleration	 or	













in	comparison	to	 larger	games	(Aguiar	et	al	2012).	 	 	Larger	pitch	sizes	with	 increased	
numbers	of	players	promote	a	better	organisation	or	structure	to	the	game	promoting	













harder	 counterpart	 which	 displays	 more	 take	 on’s,	 marginally	 more	 shots	 and	 an	







One	 may	 argue	 that	 the	 adaptation	 of	 technical	 performance	 may	 be	 more	 of	 a	












velocity	was	examined	 in	 the	30m	sprint	 runaway	task	 identical	 speed	was	 found	on	
both	surface	types	(8.23m/sec)	immediately	prior	to	training.		However,	tests	on	session	
termination	demonstrated	 a	 2.31%	 reduction	 in	maximum	velocity	 on	 the	 soft	 pitch	
(8.04	 m/sec)	 in	 comparison	 to	 no	 decrease	 on	 the	 hard	 pitch	 (8.18m/sec).	 	 When	





recorded	 using	 the	 tri-axial	 accelerometer	 housed	 within	 the	 GPS	 unit	 worn	 by	 the	
players,	has	been	proposed	as	a	more	reflective	measure	of	the	movement	demands	on	
the	player	(Cummins	et	al	2013).	Interestingly,	a	novel	finding	within	this	study	was	that	
player	 load	was	 surface	 dependent,	 being	 significantly	 higher	 during	 the	 4V4	 games	
played	on	the	hard	natural	 turf	pitch.	The	surface	hardness	may	have	contributed	to	










8V8	 format	 (30%	 difference).	 	 	 When	 averaged	 the	 data	 suggest	 the	 hard	 pitch	 is	
perceived	to	increasingly	affect	the	perceived	load	on	the	players’	legs	and	the	technical	
demands	 of	 playing	 on	 such	 a	 surface.	 	 This	may	 be	 possibly	 due	 to	 the	 associated	
increase	in	ground	reaction	force	and	the	speed	increases	witnessed	on	the	harder	pitch	
(Stiles	 et	 al	 2011).	 	Whereas,	 the	 softer	 pitch	 was	 perceived	 to	 have	 affected	 their	
breathing	more	 so	 than	on	 the	harder	one,	which	may	 in	part	be	due	 to	 the	energy	
expenditure	being	higher	on	such	more	compliant	surfaces	(Sassi	et	al	2011).		However,	
there	were	 no	 significant	 effects	 for	 differential	 RPE	 as	 a	 result	 of	 surface	 hardness	




Within	elite	 football,	heart	 rate	as	a	measure	of	 internal	 load	has	been	known	to	be	
difficult	to	quantify	due	to	the	sporadic,	intermittent	nature	of	the	game	(Kelly	and	Drust	






moving	 towards	 significance.	 	 The	 results	 are	 difficult	 to	 interpret	 due	 to	 the	 small	
numbers	and	large	variance	but	heart	rate	appears	to	be	resistant	to	surface	compliance.	
Perhaps	the	small	time	exposure	limits	the	significance	between	heart	rate	and	surface	
hardness	 or	 the	 fact	 that	 the	 energy	 expenditure	 in	 relation	 to	 surface	 hardness	
proposed	by	other	researchers	was	not	sufficient	to	drive	a	heart	rate	response.		The	






differing	 surface	 hardness’s.	 	 Despite	 being	 blinded	 to	 the	manipulation	 of	 the	 two	
pitches	relative	hardness	14	of	the	16	outfield	players	within	this	study	were	able	to	
correctly	differentiate	the	two	pitches	in	relation	to	their	relative	hardness.			One	player	
reported	 being	 unaware	 of	 any	 difference	 and	 one	 incorrectly	 identified	 the	 pitch	
hardness.	 	 Additionally,	 players	 demonstrated	 a	 preference	 for	 which	 surface	 they	
would	rather	play	on	with	over	57%	(n=9)	preferring	soft	in	contrast	to	the	harder	pitch	








the	 harder	 pitch,	 31.25%	 the	 soft	 (n=5)	 and	 three	 players	 expressing	 no	 difference.		
Players	 reported	 being	 “able	 to	 push	 off	 and	 grip	 better”	 on	 the	 harder	 pitch	 and	
furthermore	they	“felt	 it	 less	tough	on	their	 legs”.	 Interestingly,	five	players	(31.25%)	
reported	 concerns	 of	 muscle	 fatigue	 on	 the	 soft	 pitch,	 whereas	 six	 players	 (37.5%)	
specifically	expressed	concerns	over	their	hamstrings	on	the	hard	pitch.	Furthermore,	
three	players	reported	joint	soreness/pain	on	the	hard	pitch.			Consequently,	even	with	
short	 exposure	 some	 players	 reported	 concerns	 regarding	 specific	 tissues	 and	 their	












minutes	within	the	8V8	SSG.	 	 	This	 limited	exposure	probably	only	produced	a	 ‘snap-














study.	 Its	 findings	 reinforce	 the	 view	 of	 Young	 and	 Fleming	 (2007)	 that	 the	 Clegg	
Hammer	is	indeed	a	useful	way	of	objectively	rating	surfaces.	Future	research	needs	to	








simultaneously	 providing	 greater	 insight	 as	 to	 how	 the	 pitch	 hardness	 influences	
internal	 and	 external	 load.	Hard	 pitches	 increased	 external	 loads	 such	 as	 speed	 and	
maximal	 velocity,	 as	 well	 as	 player	 load	 values	 in	 comparison	 to	 soft	 pitches.		
Furthermore,	hard	pitches	enabled	players	to	maintain	maximum	velocity	even	when	
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Can the natural turf pitch  
affect injury risk or performance    








obtained	 within	 this	 thesis.	 	 To	 achieve	 this	 a	 holistic	 approach	 is	 adopted,	 with	
discussion	extending	across	broad	but	important	themes	for	the	applied	setting.		Finally,	






pitches,	 injury	and	performance	 in	elite	 football.	 	This	was	driven	by	the	concerns	of	
those	working	in	the	applied	setting.		The	available	literature	was	limited	and	fraught	






(chapter	7)	within	elite	 football.	 	Whilst	 these	 findings	provide	a	platform	 for	 future	
research,	they	provide	those	working	within	elite	football	 insight	into	the	importance	
such	 natural	 turf	 pitch	 hardness	 can	 have	 upon	 injury	 and	 performance.	 This	 new	
knowledge	 should	 empower	 those	within	 the	 applied	 setting	 to	 harness	 the	 relative	
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hardness	 to	 be	 a	 significant	 risk	 factor	 for	 injury,	 but	 also	 that	 its	 effect	 on	
specific	 tissues	can	be	surface	dependent.	 	Concerns	extended	beyond	 injury,	
detailing	how	the	relative	hardness	also	affected	the	bounce	and	roll	of	the	ball	
and	 their	 need	 for	 behavioural	 adaption	 to	 accommodate	 to	 the	 surface	
hardness.	 Finally,	 it	 highlighted	 how	 collaborative	 working	 relationships	
between	 groundstaff	 and	 other	 stakeholders	 may	 be	 key	 to	 improving	 such	
perceptions.	
	



















investigated	 thoroughly.	 This	 thesis	 has	 shown	 nearly	 one	 quarter	 of	 all	
exposures	fell	outside	the	recommended	range	of	relative	hardness	proposed	by	





















The	 pitch	 manipulation	 study	 within	 chapter	 7,	 demonstrated	 that	 both	 the	
external	 and	 internal	 load	 of	 players	 could	 be	 affected	 by	 relative	 hardness.	














could	be	considered	a	risk	 factor	 for	 injury	within	elite	 football.	 	Whilst	 the	available	





surface	 through	 subjective	 comparisons	 of	 artificial	 and	 natural	 turf	 pitches,	 or	
inferences	regarding	climatic	variation.			This	paucity	in	literature	raised	the	question	as	
to	whether	pitch	hardness	is	perceived	to	have	an	impact	on	injury	and	performance,	if	
so	 in	 what	 way	 and	 could	 this	 impact	 be	 evaluated	 objectively.	 Chapter	 3	 explored	
perceptions	 of	 key	 stakeholders	 and	 found	 despite	 disparity	 in	 reporting	 between	
occupations,	stakeholders	perceived	there	to	be	a	significant	risk	of	injury	in	relation	to	



























generated	 further	 questions	 which	 will	 be	 explored	 in	 subsequent	 sections	 of	 this	




adaptation	 in	 relation	 to	 pitch	 hardness	 was	 supported	 by	 perceptions	 of	 key	
stakeholders	within	chapter	3,	and	by	the	injury	surveillance	data	of	chapter	6.			As	was	
the	 role	 of	 new	hybrid	 natural	 turf	 pitches	 and	 their	 role	 in	 performance	 and	 injury	
discussed	 in	 chapters	 5	 and	6.	 	 	However,	 this	 thesis	 has	 generated	new	knowledge	
founded	 on	 objective	measurements	 of	 natural	 turf	 pitch	 hardness.	 The	 collation	 of	

















and	 player	 to	 optimise	 the	 training	 overload	 principle,	 maximising	 adaptation	 and	
thereby	improving	performance.	This	adaptation	period	should	be	considered	with	each	
player	 independently.	 Their	 readiness	 to	 perform	 again,	 will	 be	 determined	 the	



















differing	natural	 turf	 constructions	was	not	 reported	within	 the	previous	 conceptual	






by	 injury.	 	 Although,	 the	 general	 perceptions	 of	 artificial	 pitches	 remain	 somewhat	
negative	 regarding	both	performance	and	 injury,	 they	are	 stringently	monitored	and	
regulated	 (FIFA,	 2015,	 Fleming,	 2011,	 Charalambous	 et	 al,	 2016).	 	 	 Simply	 because	
natural	turf	is	the	surface	of	choice	does	not	mean	it	is	without	risk	(Chapters	3,	6,	7).					
	









nature	 of	 such	 surfaces	 or	 the	 need	 to	 dissipate	 excessive	 ground	 reaction	 forces.		
Temporal	variation	was	shown	to	have	reduced	significantly	with	the	advent	of	hybrid	
natural	 turf	 (Chapter	5)	which	was	also	true	for	spatial	variation.	 	As	a	consequence,	
players	now	are	exposed	 to	 less	extreme	 levels	of	hardness/softness	on	exposure	 to	
natural	turf	pitches.			Interestingly,	the	incidence	of	injuries	reported	has	also	reduced	
over	 the	 thesis	 timeline	 (Chapter	 6).	Whilst	 these	 reductions	may	be	 attributable	 to	
improvements	 in	 load	 monitoring	 with	 GPS,	 and	 thereby	 an	 understanding	 of	 the	
relationships	 between	 acute	 and	 chronic	 load,	 the	 improved	 quality/consistency	 of	
natural	turf	pitches	may	also	have	contributed.		However,	the	burden	of	injury	(number	
of	days	lost)	on	such	hybrid	turf	has	notably	increased.				Interestingly,	the	Desso	pitches	
which	 showed	 the	 highest	 average	 hardness	 also	 demonstrated	 the	 greatest	 injury	
burden.	 	 This	 contrasts	 the	 earlier	 findings	 that	 muscle	 injury	 had	 been	 linked	 to	
exposure	on	the	softer	surfaces.	 	 	The	reason	for	 this	 is	unclear	but	may	reflect	 that	
harder	 surface	 of	 the	 Desso	 pitch	 promotes	 faster	 speeds	 and	 increased	 eccentric	
fatigue,	ultimately	resulting	in	muscle	injury	(Hales	and	Johnson	2019).		Alternatively,	
the	reduced	variability	 in	 the	relative	hardness	of	hybrid	pitches	may	 limit	 the	 ‘band	
width’	 or	 exposure	 to	 such	 extremes.	 	 Thereby	 reducing	 player’s	 robustness	 and/or	
experience	of	pitches	which	fall	outside	of	their	normal	profile.		This	narrower	window	
of	 hardness	 exposure	 promotes	 an	 environment	 in	 which	 they	 can	 perform	 at	 high	
intensity,	ultimately	leading	to	over-reaching.		This	may	account	for	the	increased	injury	
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Adopting	a	 logical,	pragmatic	approach	within	this	 thesis	 to	methodological	 rigor	has	
helped	us	develop	 a	 greater	understanding	of	 the	 links	between	pitch	hardness	 and	
epidemiology	of	 injury	 in	elite	 football.	 	The	use	of	recognised	consensus	definitions,	
injury	 surveillance,	 together	 with	 reliable	 testing	 equipment/protocols	 provide	 data	






a	 narrow	window	 for	 optimal	 load	dependent	 on	 their	 type.	 	Under	 or	 over-loading	
tissues	 when	 training	 or	 playing	 football	 can	 lead	 to	 damage,	 whilst	 not	 providing	
enough	time	for	adaptation	may	also	lead	to	injury.			For	any	given	task	an	appropriate	
degree	 of	 muscle	 contraction	 is	 required	 to	 achieve	 the	 desired	 displacements	 and	
velocities	of	the	body	on	the	pitch	(Ferris	et	al	1998).			Additionally,	the	player’s	muscles	
must	(1)	generate	additional	force	to	compensate	for	the	inevitable	energy	dissipated	






(hard)	pitch	 in	order	 to	 compensate	 for	energy	dissipated	 through	 the	 surface.	 	 Soft	
pitches	negatively	affect	the	ability	of	the	muscles	to	utilise	the	elastic	properties	of	their	
tendons	 leading	 to	 an	 over-dependence	 on	 the	 muscles	 to	 maintain	 performance	
leading	 to	 fatigue.	 	 This	 has	 been	 confirmed	 through	 demonstration	 of	 a	 negative	
relationship	between	surface	compliance	and	oxygen	consumption	(Katkat	et	al	2009).	
As	a	 result,	muscles	need	 to	work	harder	due	 to	 the	energy	depleting	nature	of	 the	
surface.	 	Therefore,	considered	 in	 isolation,	playing	on	more	compliant	surfaces	may	









hardness	 within	 chapter	 7	 (Geyer	 et	 al	 2003,	 Ferris	 et	 al	 1999,	 Hardin	 et	 al	 2004).	
Consequently,	 the	pitch	 can	 affect	 the	musculoskeletal	 system	of	 players	 in	 both	 an	
acute	 and	 chronic	 manner.	 Previous	 injury,	 repetitive	 impacts	 or	 insufficient	











the	bounce	and	 roll	of	 the	ball	 impacting	on	differing	passing	strategies	and	 running	
performance.		In	turn	these	affected	perceived	levels	of	fatigue	and	even	the	tempo	of	
the	 game	 (Chapter	 3	 and	 7).	 Interestingly,	 the	 fact	 that	 key	 stakeholders	 reportedly	
adapted	their	running	and	passing	strategies	in	relation	to	relative	hardness	is	important	
because	 this	 behavioural	 adaptation	 creates	 an	 almost	 functional	 plasticity	 (Liu-
Ambrose	et	al	2012).		Their	motor	learning	through	subsequent	successes	and	failures	
on	differing	pitch	hardness’s	informs	their	future	decisions	and	performance,	leading	to	
a	 more	 adaptable	 and	 robust	 system	 (Milton	 et	 al	 2007).	 In	 essence	 players	 are	
continually	 adjusting	 and	 fine	 tuning	 their	 musculo-skeletal	 system,	 from	 their	 feet	
upwards	 i.e.	the	point	of	contact	with	the	surface.	 	This	 is	an	attempt	to	successfully	
achieve	 the	 task	at	hand,	whilst	using	 their	past	experiences	 to	avoid	exposing	 their	
tissue	to	risk	of	injury.		Injury	or	poor	performance,	physical	or	technical,	could	therefore	
be	viewed	as	outcomes	which	have	precursors,	one	of	which	is	the	interaction	with	the	
pitch	surface.	 	Consequently,	 the	findings	within	this	 thesis	suggest	that	perceptions,	
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to	 expose	 their	 player	 to,	 would	 be	 of	 major	 benefit.	 	Within	 rehabilitation	 careful	
consideration	is	needed	where	players	are	exposed	to	such	surfaces.		As	demonstrated	
within	chapters	3,	6	and	7	of	 this	 thesis,	 the	relative	pitch	hardness	has	a	significant	
effect	on	the	player’s	injury	risk,	external/internal	load	and	their	overall	performance.		
Incorrect	or	over	exposure	to	specific	pitch	hardness	may	lead	to	an	exacerbation	of	the	
player’s	 symptoms	 and	 on	 occasion	 even	 to	 a	 recurrence	 of	 the	 initial	 injury.			
Physiotherapists	 need	 to	 consider	 what	 level	 of	 hardness	 will	 best	 aid	 the	 player’s	
recovery,	and	or,	service	the	demands	of	the	task.	 	 	For	example,	a	player	recovering	
from	Achilles	 tendonopathy	may	best	be	exposed	early	 in	 the	 rehabilitation	 to	more	
compliant	surfaces	to	reduce	loading,	and	minimise	pain.			Whereas,	towards	end-stage	








and	 days	 lost,	 or	 their	 effects	 on	 relative	 success	 of	 the	 club	 (Hagglund	 et	 al	 2013).	
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Financially,	 the	 cost	 to	 clubs	on	 lost	wages	 can	be	 large	and	 the	prospects	of	 future	
earnings	of	player	contracts	may	also	arguably	be	affected	by	injury	(Ekstrand	et	al	2013).		
On	a	more	humanistic	level,	whilst	injuries	are	known	to	restrict	playing	time,	they	more	
importantly	 increase	 the	 intrinsic	 risk	 of	 the	 player,	 thereby	 making	 them	 more	
susceptible	in	the	future	(Meeuwisse	et	al	2007).			As	such	past	injury	is	often	identified	
as	a	predictor	of	future	risk,	and	on	occasions	can	almost	define	the	identity	of	a	player	
(Hagglund	et	al,	2006).	 	However,	 the	psychological	effects	 that	 injuries	have	on	 the	
mental	health	and	well-being	of	players	is	perhaps	of	most	concern.		Distress,	anxiety	
and	sleep	disturbances	are	all	prevalent	 following	 injury	within	elite	 football.	Players	
who	have	one	or	more	severe	injuries	(>28	days)	over	their	career	were	2-4	times	more	
likely	to	report	symptoms	of	common	mental	health	difficulties	than	those	who	had	not	








as	 both	 a	 spectacle	 and	 an	 injury	 risk	 to	 those	 participating,	 making	 the	 findings	





by	 the	 objective	 changes	 shown	 in	 pitch	 hardness	 within	 chapter	 5,	 and	 shown	
statistically	 to	 affect	maximum	velocity	 even	when	 fatigued,	 in	 chapter	 7,	may	have	







speed”,	Majumbar	 and	Robergs	 (2011)	 cite	 the	 early	works	 of	McMahon	and	Green	
(1979)	 who	 concluded	 that	 very	 compliant,	 soft	 running	 surfaces	 contribute	 to	 an	
increase	in	ground	contact	time	and	decreased	step	length,	leading	to	slower	running	
speeds.	 	 However,	 these	 arguments	 are	 countered	 by	 other	 researchers	 of	 track	
compliance	who	propose	that	as	humans	are	able	to	adjust	their	behaviour	depending	
on	the	surface	characteristics,	 they	are	therefore	not	affected	by	surface	compliance	
levels	 (Stafilidis	 and	Arampatzis	 2007).	 Some	 support	 for	 this	 could	 be	 found	within	
chapter	7	where,	measures	of	external	 load	were	 relatively	stable	between	different	



















scientists	 and	 physiotherapists	 as	 burden	 of	 injuries	 has	 been	 shown	 to	 affect	 the	
relative	success	of	 teams	 (Hagglund	et	al	2013).	 	 	An	understanding	that	 the	relative	
hardness	of	the	pitch	that	their	players	are	exposed	on	any	specific	day,	and	those	they	
have	been	exposed	to	recently,	will	affect	the	technical	and	physical	ability	to	meet	their	
demands	 is	 essential.	 	 	 Education	 of	 key	 stakeholders	 regarding	 pitch	 hardness	 is	
therefore	 of	 paramount	 importance.	 Knowledge	 of	 this	 extrinsic	 risk	 enables	














to	maximise	 their	 playing	performance.	 	However,	 perhaps	unlike	 cricket,	 this	 thesis	
portrayed	elite	football	to	have	a	somewhat	fractured	working	environment,	with	little	
collaborative	 working	 between	 key	 stakeholders	 and	 groundstaff	 (Chapter	 3).	 	 The	




their	 concerns	 regarding	 the	 hardness	 of	 the	 surfaces	 on	 which	 they	 train	 or	 play.	
Furthermore,	the	sports	science	and	physiotherapy	staff	who	despite	perceiving	risk	to	
both	 performance	 and	 likely	 injury,	 did	 not	 address	 such	 perceived	 problems	 and	
reported	to	have	done	little	to	affect	change.			Finally,	governing	bodies	such	as	the	FA	
and	 UEFA,	 whose	 recommendations	 regarding	 the	 natural	 turf	 hardness	 are	 not	
enforced,	policed,	or	governed	have	a	role	to	play	in	reducing	incidence	and	burden	of	
the	 injuries	 highlighted	 by	 this	 thesis.	 	 	 Ekstrand	 (2019)	 has	 shown	 better	
working/communication	 between	 managers	 and	 medical,	 and	 or	 between	 sports	
science	and	medical	leads	to	significant	reduction	in	the	injury	rates/burden	of	teams.	
The	relationship	with	groundstaff	also	needs	 to	change	as	 they	provide	 the	platform	
upon	which	to	train/play.			As	seen	within	chapter	7,	where	the	groundstaff	manipulated	
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the	 pitch	 hardness,	 this	 collaborative	 working	 is	 achievable	 within	 the	 elite	 setting.		
Adopting	this	approach,	with	recognisable	governance,	may	help	reduce	the	likelihood	
of	injury	in	relation	to	pitch	hardness.			Such	collaboration	would	help	promote	natural	













Whilst	 the	 Clegg	 Hammer	 is	 both	 reliable,	 valid	 and	 provides	 a	 rating	 for	 any	 given	
surface	 it	 is	 not	 necessarily	 reflective	 of	 player	 loads	 (Young	 and	 Flemming	 2007,	
Saunders	et	al	2011).		Whilst	monitoring	of	external	and	subsequent	internal	load	with	
GPS	and	accelerometry	has	been	validated,	researchers	 looking	to	 investigate	player-









Multi-centre	 trials	 are	 needed,	 preferably	 overseen	 and	 enforced	 by	 the	 governing	
bodies,	 utilising	 recognised	 injury	 surveillance	 techniques	 and	objective	measures	 of	






its	 effects	on	 injury	 and	performance.	 	 The	use	of	diagnostic	 imagery	 as	 a	means	of	
quantifying	 the	 effects	 of	 exposure	 of	 tissues	 to	 differing	 hardnesses,	 could	 also	 be	
employed	by	 researchers.	 	 Pre	 and	post	 ultrasound	 scans	 for	 tendons,	 dynamic	MRI	
scans	 for	 muscle	 and	 investigations	 of	 bone	 metabolism	 may	 highlight	 underlying	
pathological	processes	driven	by	surface	exposure.		Furthermore,	the	use	of	heart	rate	











both	 recognises	 and	 reports	 stakeholders’	 concerns	 regarding	 pitch	 hardness	
documenting	how	it	is	specifically	thought	to	affect	injury	risk	and	performance.		The	
novel	 design	 and	 methodology	 enabled	 detailed	 investigation	 of	 how	 natural	 turf	
pitches	 are	 changing	 and	 affecting	 both	 injury	 and	 performance.	 	 Profiles	 of	 injury,	




















• Variability	 in	 pitch	 hardness	 due	 to	 climatic	 variability	 has	 been	 reduced	
following	the	development	of	Hybrid	natural	turf	and	new	technology	such	as	
growing	lights. 







• Key	 stakeholders	 perceived	 pitch	 hardness	 could	 significantly	 affect	 their	
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problem	 and	 may	 cause	 injury’.	 The	 resulting	 Kruskal-Wallis	 test	 was	 highly	






















































































a. Kruskal-Wallis Test b. Grouping Variable Occupation c. Significance 




























Player	 1.000	 3.000	 2.000	 3.000	 3.000	 3.000	 3.000	 2.000	
Manager/Coac
h	
1.000	 3.000	 2.000	 3.000	 3.000	 3.000	 3.000	 2.000	
Physiotherapist	 2.000	 3.000	 2.000	 3.000	 3.000	 3.000	 3.000	 2.000	
Sports	Scientist	 2.000	 3.000	 2.500	 3.000	 3.000	 3.000	 3.000	 2.000	
Groundstaff	 2.000	 2.000	 3.000	 3.000	 3.000	 2.000	 3.000	 3.000	
Total	 2.000	 3.000	 2.000	 3.000	 3.000	 3.000	 3.000	 2.000	
	


















































































a. Kruskal-Wallis Test  
b. Grouping Variable Occupation 

























Player	 4.000	 3.000	 3.000	 2.000	 4.000	 4.000	 4.000	 4.000	
Manager/Coach	 4.000	 3.000	 3.000	 2.000	 3.000	 4.000	 4.000	 4.000	
Physiotherapist	 3.000	 3.000	 3.000	 2.000	 3.000	 4.000	 4.000	 4.000	
Sports	Scientist	 3.000	 3.000	 3.500	 2.000	 3.000	 4.000	 4.000	 4.000	
Groundstaff	 3.000	 4.000	 3.000	 2.500	 2.500	 3.000	 4.000	 3.500	
























































































































































































































































































































1.000	 3.000	 3.000	 3.000	 4.000	 2.000	 3.500	 3.000	 3.000	
Groundstaff	
	
3.000	 4.000	 3.000	 2.500	 4.000	 3.200	 3.000	 3.000	 2.000	
Total	
	




































is	 often	 commonplace	 to	 read,	 or	 hear	 of	 television	 pundits	 and	 even	 players	
commenting	on	the	link	between	pitches	and	injury	without	any	firm	foundation.			
	
The	 following	quotes	demonstrate	such	concerns	 regarding	 the	 link	between	pitches	
and	 injury.	 Players	 such	 as	 Bournemouth	 striker	 Glenn	 Murray	 reportedly	 blamed	
pitches	 for	 the	 spate	 of	 top	 flight	 knee	 injuries.	 “I	 can’t	 believe	 how	 common	ACL’s	
(anterior	cruciate	ligament	ruptures)	are	becoming;	new	style	pitches	are	to	blame.	If	
they	don’t	give	our	bodies	do!	Killing	us!”5.	The	Evening	Standard	reported	television	


















‘modern’	pitches	 certainly	has	 an	effect.	 In	 the	 simplest	 terms,	modern	pitches	 look	
fantastic;	 they	 are	 beautifully	 flat	 and	 can	 cope	 with	 huge	 wear	 and	 tear.	 The	



















Joint	 Fracture,	 chondropathy,	 meniscus,	 joint	 effusion,	 stress	 response,	

















	 Muscle	 Ligament	 Joint		 Tendon		 Nerve	
Training	
(N=1109)	





















Grade	3:	3	 Effusion:	13	 Rupture:	0	 	
Match	
(N=388)	










































































































































































































Muscle	injury	count	 41	 41	 34	 0	









Grade	1	Strain	 10	 15	 16	 0	
Grade	2	Strain	 6	 11	 10	 0	
Grade	3	Strain	 0	 0	 0	 0	
Trigger	points	 24	 14	 4	 0	
DOMS	
	






	 Native	soil	 Fibre	sand	 Desso	 Fibrelastic	










17	 24	 23	 0	
Meniscus	
	
1	 3	 1	 0	
Stress	response	
	
0	 5	 6	 1	
Effusion	
	
5	 6	 6	 0	
Chondropathy	
	




	 Native	soil	 Fibre	sand	 Desso	 Fibrelastic	
Tendon	injury	count	
	










6	 1	 0	 0	
Tendonopathy	
	
15	 14	 1	 0	




















15	 14	 6	 0	
Grade	2	Strain	
	
5	 7	 6	 0	
Grade	3	Strain	
	
0	 4	 3	 0	
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Appendix	10.4		
Pertaining	to	chapter	7	
7.8.1	Appendix:	Differential	RPE	questionnaire	
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	 302	
	
	
	 	
	 303	
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Q	5	Which	pitch	surface	did	you	perceive	to	be	harder?	
	
	
	
Both	Same	
	
	
	
Q	6	 Which	pitch	
surface	did	you	 prefer	playing	
on?	
	
Why?	
	
	
	
	
	
	
Neither	
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Q	7	On	which	pitch	surface	did	you	find	it	best	to	Jump	on?	
	
Why?	
	
	
	
	
	
Q	8	On	which	pitch	surface	did	you	find	it	best	to	push	off	on?	
	
Why?	
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Q	9	On	which	pitch	surface	did	you	find	it	best	to	land	on?	
	
Why?	
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Q	10	Did	you	feel	uncomfortable	or	have	any	injury	concerns	on	either	
pitch?	
	
	 	
	
	
																																																						
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
Any	other	comments?	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
